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PADUCAH. KY., TIIURSDAY EVENING,JUNE 2.5, 1908

VOL. XXIII NO. 152

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Entire Family of W. H. Coleman in COMMERCIAL CLUB'S 'Ex-Pres. Cleveland will be Buried in SHRUM GREATLY
KY. DELEGATES
ACTIVE AT BOSTON Serious Condition Several Hours OUTING ON RIVER Princeton Cemetery with Simple Fun- IMPROVED AFTER
MEETING F. W. C. •---Caused by Ptomaine Poisoning PROVED SUCCESS eral Ceremonies---Services Private COMFORTABLE NIGHT
Physicians Say Vice PresidenPleasure and Business Admir- President Roosevelt Expected
RED MEN
Bluegrass Contingent After Supposed to Have Been Ca use
tial Candidate Will Leave
at Cleveland Home TomorMORO.1N $AYS
BUSINESS CONDITIONS
MOIST GRATIFYING

Honors—Want Representation on Committees.

by Drinking Milk that Stood
Over Night in Tin Can.

KIX('Y 4)VEICERS4 AT MEETING
Fitiltal NIGHT.

ably Blended On Excursion On Sir. Fowler.

row to Attend the Funeral.

New York, June W.—Pierpont Morgan before nailing for
Europe declared that businees
outlook hi better than for
He said, "Business
months.
conditions are most gratifying.
haring improved greatly since I
Went *inroad several months ago,
and I'm positive-will continue

Hospital Next Week.

Decided No Operation Will be
Princeton, N. J., June 25,—President Roosevelt is expected to arrive
Required.
here at noon tomorrow for the CleveWilt Also Arrange for tireal Celebra3 and 4--4reai
tion
July
land funeral and all arrangements
will then be completed. The fuuSacheru Will Not Attend.
5.improve"
eral will be extremely simple, only
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allowed
be
will
invited
persons
l'es14•CCIO44411'1,
grounds. The body will not lie in kept at half-mast at all embassies,
Officers will be nominated for next
state. airs Cleveland is bearing up and legations for thirty days, and a
Year by Otego tribe of Red Men in
well under the ordeal. Esther and salute of 21 guns be fired at
Cleveland, June 25.—On5resaniaa
business
were
and
adso
Pleasure
the
Friday
regular
meeting
evening.
Marion, the oldest of the children ar- all army posts. All warships will Sherman's condition is greatlp imBoston. Stine 2.3. --Now after two
the
excurin
river
blended
mirably
The annual election always brings out
rive tonight.
davs of sight-Seeing liberally dashed
fire guns every half hour the day of proved today. Hila temperature teea large atendattoe and in addition to sion given by the Commercial Club
With lobbying to the cnd that the
pirdtion and pulse is much bettor. lie
buried
be
will
body
MT.
Cleveland's
the funeral.
the nomination of offieers, a large last evening on the steamer Dick
14:nith and particularly Kentucky,
Passed a comfortable night aid it is
In Princeton cemetery, in the family
another
Fowler,
trip
that
Cairo
to
claim
will
initiated.
Committees
be
sill be represented on %arum; tuiexpected he will leave the hospital in
plot, where lies the remains of Ruth.
place
was
next
take
to
arranged,
will
appointed
ensuing
the
for
be
tional committee and In the direca week. Physicians have decided an
the eldest of the Cleveland ch
year and other business will be trans- Week or the week foi.owing at the
torship. the Kentucky di legates to the
operation will be required now aad
whose desth was a sad blow to her
latest.
aeted. Harry George is the present
Inuit Vt'ouien's l'onyention here be'specialists who were summoned have
father.
Over 200 members of the CommerSachem of the lodge.
ran active participation in the official
r,cli directed not to come.
Mrs. Cleveland denied herself to all
Judge D. A. Cross has received a cial Club. and their ipvited guests
boshies of the great gathering
The following telegram was dicbur slew callers. Prof. Andrew F.
o'clock
Fowler
on
It
at
left
the
Dick
letter front R. I.. Page of Loulsvile,
o'clock this afternoon, Mrs.
WAS IN PADUCAH FOR A FEW tated by Mr. Sherrian to his BeauPrinceof
HIbben
John
lProf.
West,
most
the
last
enjoyed
evening and
a great Sachem of the Red Mep, in
I.:letter Riker, of liarrodeburic. aud
rary lu answer to a moose,of ampsMINUTES TODAY.
ton University and Bayard Stockton. a
which Mr. Page says he will not be pleasant social and business session
Mrs (tharles P Wea‘er. of Louis'by from the presidential nbrallitan.
of
member
a
lawyer
and
Princeton
able to attend the interstate meeting the club ever held. The boat went
%lie, will meet the State prestdenUt
William U, Taft:
the famous Stockton family, were at
and fedcration sweretaries of the varlline July 4, and deliver the speech up the Ohio river as far as Smith the home all day and were in charge
"My illness is not of a critical sattrip
around
the
for
turned
land,
and
marked down for him on the proiota% Pt/ tem anti terrltoris a for the ourGee. Wright Was Ku Route From lure and the doctors this afterimenell
of all arangements.
back
arriving
to
here
at
Paducab,
gram. With this exception the plans
,of discussing politics and plans
House in Memphis to Join Seepus
advised me that 1 can possibly as
The following pall bearers have
for the interstate meeting are in a 10:45 o'cloek, In time for the suburretary Taft and nee/dent,
for the .1**-tion to the general fedhome In three or four dam I Walk
Morton.
been
E.
announced. Paul
satisfactory shape, and all com- ban members of the party to catch
, ration offices. 7Itough unitistnieted.
vou ever so much indeed for year
C. Benedict, Dr. Henry Vandyke.
the cars for their homes.
mittees will report Friday night.
the Kentuckians are unswerving in
eordlal telegram I expect to ewe you
West
On the return trip the social ses- John Hibben. Prof. Andrew
rher allegiance to Mrs l'hillipe N.
David Muscovi(z. state organizer
.n Washington on Wednesday of ben
and President Finley, of New York
Gen. Luke E. Wright, the newly week."
More. of rit.
for the Red Men telephoned Judge sion Was held. Refreshments were
college.
be
The
will
march
funeral
sucto
appointed Secretary of War
Cross from Mayfield this morning, to served in the cabin of the steamer
"Naturally.- says Mrs Ltiel:a Wilroped off and guarded by police and ceed William H. Taft, Was in Paducox. of St Clair, "we want to wee H
say that he is organizing in a tribe in and a number of ringing speeches
Play Hall Toaeowow.
militia.
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in
the
that town
tliotithern woman
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work
enthusiasm
chair, but outs.de of that natural deTaft. Secretary of War Wright and tween the teems of the Elks and this
and one conspicuous result of the the world.
sire we are firm in the opinion that
Mr. Taft will go from Washington to Chess, Checker and WIthit club 111
Home.
at
Not
boat,
trip. was the addition on the
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Mrs Moore is the best fitted of all
the base ball game tomorrow antraa large number of new names to
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talk to favor Mrs. Ward. of Boston,
a ball tossers. and some seeking Plage
of the Club's work is advancing mother. Word was sent to them of was immediately surrounded by
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I pereonall) do
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Paducah
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with
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they
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and
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death,
their
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It
contest
not think Mrs. Ward will
rotor is in use today on Jefferson
pened to be at the station, but owing call the players to utioe t Ce'eleek..
sueceas.
Following Provident Pal- start at once for Princeton.
would. in my opinion. be • grate street rolliate the new gravel.
The
'the short time the train was at
to
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Pledged—
10011
or
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lier, Mr. R. L. Barnett, state organ- Marion, aged 12: Richard, aged 14,
,
breath of etiquette for her to do so."
sprinkiere are out for us for
the station, General Wright did noth011ie Jewess one of Vice Preniizer for the Farmers' Union spoke.
The children are Ember, aged 14;
In the debate as to whether a the first time in several weeks, and
who
those
with
hands
but
ing
shake
lotamitihtlitles.
dentin)
Mr. Barnett said that complete har- and Francis Grover, aged 15.
full report of the convention atonid Jefferson street will be made one of
around him,
•
mony exists between the farmers'
Evet since M r. CieveIan d's errivaI crowded
Ps' printed to take baelt to the club the prettiest in the city for the autothe
and
Commercial
organization
been
has
be
ago
In Princeton 11 years
women who could not attend the con- mobiles, and carriages.
.
-•
Club. The odjects of the farmers a conspicuous figure in
Princeton.
vention. Mrs WIpeler. of Kentueky,
Denver, June
Wal- organizations. are pacific. he stated.
27..—Jacob
Oyster Bay , June 21.-1
Although his only official connectook a prominent part. Mrs ilerketr.
deck, staff corespondent of the and noth:ng but good will come from
ported that
postalastsr
tion with Princeton University was
the pereident, potated out that it
rnited Press in reviewing the Demo- their efforts. He thanked the Club
Meyer will be made eUira of the
25.—(Special)—
Stafthe
as
lectureship
known
June
his
Frankfort,
,41.41451
reto
the
print
cost
would
cratic outlook. says Bryan's nomina- for the invitation they extended to
Republican Committee. . Esissairat
ford Litle Lectureship on Public Af- Gov, Cox pardoned 10 invalid inports, and Intimated that was a pretty
tion is good as made and there was the Farmers
Union to hold the fairs, and his membership in the mates of the penitentiary, among and Taft are both beliey-ed to fame
big capon..
politics. meeting in Paducab in August for
never a surer thing in
him and the appointment may be,
board of trustee, he was regarded as whom was Rosa West, colored, of
Mrs Wheeler said she didn't beBryan's friends ara certain of at
announced Saturday.
organization.
Paducah.
a strong friend of the Institution.
1 eve the women would read the re- COWES NEXT WEEK
To PRE- least 750 of the 1008 delegates, with perfecting a state
Rosa West confessed in the April.
B. M. MoselV, president of Central
ports. anyway, unions they had atPeltel Volt k. T. M. MEETING. only 657 necessary to nominate.
1907, term of court, to stealing a $5
Labor Union followed Mr. Barnett,
General Observance Ordered.
tended the convention and become
Friends of Gov. Johnson and Judge
25.—Orders belt from J. A. Smith, and cashing
with a speech in which he said that
Washington, June
pier rested in the meeting On motto'.
Cray are loll lighting. however.
less friction existed in industral lines have been telegraphed throughout a check for $22.50 at the Paducah
of a Texas delo•gale. however It was
Johnson has headquarters open but
Smith's
Grahamville, Ky., Peas ft (dIPe.
Brinier a Crave of Artist,and Ma- may be looking toward the 1912 now. n Paducah. than in many years. the world to all government agencies Banking company, with
‘oted to get out the report
believed that the pleasant rela- abroad for a proper observation of,forged signature. She was given zlal)—Wisils cradling eats this merh.
o-rhea' to Decorate l'ke foe
•
convention. Former Governor Doug- He
ing, George Boston, a termer. Mad
tions will continue. The Rev. D. C. Cleveland's death. Flags will be' three years.
Traveling Mess.
lass. of Massachusetts; C. A. Towne.
p
bp a Wile
Wright, rector of Grace Episcopal
bitten on the right Is
and Cornelius Puhley, of New York;
snake that was toaosaied in the NIL
church spoke -to the parte, expressNew
Jersey;
Frank Katzenbach. of
good opinion of their work.
Dr. S. Z. Rolland woe called Md.
W. Kern. of indiaiii; Congress- ing his
August Schuermann. the St. Louis John
dreamed the wound, and he Waite
Mayor James P.eStnith made the
Judson
James
Kentucky,
of
man.
decorator who has the contract for
no serious results will ease. lie
of Ohio; *id Gov. Folk suggestion in his speech, that the
the itreets for the Ken- Harmon,
foot was badly swollto, hatibe goings"
money to charter the Dick Fowler
1.1-1'TURES ON SIN tT IUD tAll. decorating
Presidential
Vice
are
of
Missouri.
Mississippi
tucky. Tennessee and
of the snake a [sup was withdteiwil
to visit the Cairo Commercial Club
%4 St al1TH4NIIST 4111'UI ii.
possibilities.
Traveling Men's meeting here July
from the foot.
be raised on the boat, and within a
9-10-11, will arrive next week to befew minutes. seven or eight men
corp
a
bring
gin his work. He will
necessary
the
subscribed
After the unknown person bad
had
Isiterestkag lanstrossese Ilharetristed With of artists with him, and his marolled the booze from the movamount. As many of the members
Whole
of
Owner
Seek
Police
terials. Any stores or residences
theisdrale--WIll Repeat Lectoste
ing train, it could be seen easily where
of the Club as can go, will leave on
that will decorate, will contract with
full Nciscflt if Children.
he rolled it to a patch of weeds and
the Dick Fowler at 8 o'clock on some
ConJoyfal
be
0,
of
Barrel
The funeral of the late Kr. 1ARMx. Schuermann after his arrival.
there carefully piled grass and weeds nem Orate, who died Yellterdell
day next week, or the week followCommercial
the
of
Fowler
Secretary
versation Waters-- Engineers upon it. But his work was not per- morning In San Antlottio. Teel, WM
OF DR. CHAMP- ing, and spend the afternon with the
Club daily receives acceptances of in- BEGIN IN TRIAL
This
fect, for aa a freight train paged the be held tomorrow afternoon at Sift
Commercial Club In Cairo.
nExTos.
AT
ION
inKeen Instinct.
Sin, its origin, efferes op the his- vitations to the meeting and all
visit is planned to show Paducah's
Mace Tuesday, Engineer Shepherd a'clock from the resident* of- his
man heart, and le cure, ratentically dications point to a big time.
good feeling toward its neighboring
wee gazing out the window, and brother, Mr. H. M. Orme, 321 ISM
illuetrattd, WAS the subject of a leccity, and the Cairo Commercial Club
somehow his eye spied the barrel of Fourth street. The body will entre
ture at Broadway Methodist church Tt114.0111C0 GROWERS
Testimony Adduced Name Am Former no doubt will receive them royally
Somebody—just whom the railmad firewater. He signaled to the con- tomorrow morning at 11:10 pieleat
WANT TO alFIET DI'KF.
last evening by the Me‘. T J Owen.
Secretary S. A. Fowler of the police are trying to find out—roiled ductor, and the two could not under- accompanied by the family.
Trial--Defeeme of Ann• Also
'elle
Mr °hen illustrated man In his permany a barrel of whisky out of a freight stand ft. The agent was notified at Rev. W. E. Cave, pastor of the Neat
Commercial Club received
.itihered
teet state before the fall, by a vial
- - Retune
Winchester.
a Lients about the car near Boaz this week, and bid it Boaz, and several section bands went Presbyterian church, will swat& es
si
complimentary sen
was Blue- sponse to a request from minor offiof clear water. Satan
There in a clump of weeds. Also the Po- down the tiack with a handcar and funeral. The burial will be bald Is
night.
trip la
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succsful
!rated by a vial of black liquid, anti cials of the tobacco trust for a conwas nothing to mar its pleasure and lice are trying to locate the real owner brought up the bitrrel. when it was Oak Grove cemetery.
The peel
the entrance of this black liquid Into ference regarding the vale of pooled
Benton. Ky.. June 25. (Special)— the Club members believe much good of the booze as they do not know what dIscovered to be whisky.
Georg, Istagatall•
bearers will
the puce water, typifying the entrance crop, hurley aseociation officials de- Arguments were begun this after- was acomplished. It may be made a train or what car the
Liquid joy was
Every effort has been made to find Charles W. Thompson. Weer .11es.
of sin into the human heart, caused fderi that no further -.negotiations noon In the trial of Dr. E. Champion, yearly affair, or even oftener.
stolen from, but there are plenty of from which trate the barrel was 'ton P. Smith, Robert Reeves, De. V. Ia
The cure for would be ereered into unless Pres. of Lyon county, for the alleged parIt to turn black itself.
persons willing to adopt the barrel en. but so far to no avail. The rail- Hansbro. and Noise Volt 1041te.
the fallen state of man,- Mr. Owen Duke himself appeared before the ex- ticipation he took in the Birming- NEGROES. CHARGIU) WITH
as their own. However, the whole road Is awaiting to bear to kick from
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the
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be
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ham raid. All of the evidence was
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The lecture was appreciated by a
Dr. Champion testified that be was ing Morris Buckner, colored.
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fered with his expected pleasure.
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national
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sight
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dollars. And in addition the trueelected and these win
rate.
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Will Support St. Louis Woman
For Prevident.

for
From drinking sweet milk
dinner that bad stood In a ruin too
long. Mr. W. H. Coleman, the wellknown dairymati, hie wife and two
children. Toni and Florence were
in a serious condition for several
hours at their home on the Biandvilie
road abeut four miles from Padueah,
but this meriting they have recoverHis
ed and are out of danger.
daughter. Mrs. Frank Meatier, who
lives a short distance front the family home, sent for milk, and she was
served out of the same ran. She
also was seriously ill for some tine
from the ptomaine poisoning.
Soon rafter dinner Mrs Coleman reeeived a telephone meseege from hotsister that vim was III, and to cows at
once. Mr's. Coleman hooted at' wee
for her daughter's home but her son.
Toni had became stiddeuti) ill and site
stayed with him. Mrs. Coleman Psrant.. 111 too, and In a short while her
daugbier Floreuce, bad to au to bed
with a v'olent illness. While trying
to get medical attention Mr. Coltman became ill, sled he was forced
to quit
A telephone message was rec.-Bed
at the home of Deputy Sheriff Hume
next*. of the condition of the family. and Dr. E. H. Willingham was
notified at once. After four hours of
constant work the ent.re family was
pulled- around although wit ak anti
faint from the ptomaine poisoning
Dr Willingham said the illness was
not critical, but was serious

Trip to Cairo at an Early Date
is Planned.
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1 5 0 Aoston
Brooklyn ..
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3 9 1 Washington
Philadelphia
Batteries-Wilhelm and
Bergen; Batteries-Winter, Burchell. Hartman and McFarland; Smith. Keeley
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Tomorrow is Harbour's 54th Friday Bargain Sale!,
It is the Last and Best Friday Bargain Sale in June.
The extraordinary inducements we offer in desirable merchandise ought to stimulate big selling tomorrow. Not an unworthy specimen in the lot.
are a few of the striking examples in tomorrow's bargain sale and some specials for Saturday.

Below
6

it-

MILLIERY FRIDAY
Extraordinary bargains, matchless
In quality, st.e and price. marvelous
in beatit. Parisian in effect. When
you buy here oui buy right-Lower
than Broadway stores can afford to
seil you.
WOMEN'S

LONG

GLOVES-FRI-

DAYY BARGAIN PRICES.
75e
Lot White. Black and Tan
Ceoyes for 48c.
Lot White, Black and Tan $1 00
Gloves for 75c.
I.ot $1.50 Gloves for $1.19 a pair.
Lot Pic emliroder) on sale tomorrow, Friday, at 7e.
Six Ladles' Turnover Collars for
12e. worth 30e.
At 10e lades' Mu! ties and bows
made to sell at 25r.
At be. ladles' hand embroidered
Dutch collars that you can And elsewhere at 25e.
At 10c, lades' elastic belts, sold
everywhere for 25c.
SIU91 BONNET.
At 1 Pc a big asortment made to
se:: at 2:.e. special Friday for 19c

PRICE
DRESS GOODS-EVERY
CUT TOMORROW, FRIDAY.
Lot 50c dress goods at 29c.
Lot 50c dress good-, at 35c
Lot 50c Dress goods at 39c.
Lot 75c dress goods at 59e.
Lot $1.041 dress goods at 69c.
Lot $1.00 dress goods at 75e.
Lot $1.00 dress goods at 89c.
GREAT BARGAINS IN MILKS.
Some 50.c values for 35e.
Some $1.00 vsilues for 59e.
Some $1.00 values for 75e.
Some $1.25 values for 85r.
Some $1.25 values for 95c

SKIRTS

lee part m en t Store
North Third Street, Just Off Broadway.

At 7c. made to retail at 12 tie,
This was a lucky purchase that has
1,10 reached us.
LAMM' IMPORTED HOSE.
At 25c-Ladies' :ace striped hose
expecting
that a Jobber imported
them to retail at 50c a pair instead
of 25r
CHINA

MATTING 13 RGAPPS.

A great sale of China mailings at
Ise. 21e. and 21c

tu

FRIDAY AND

WASH SKIRTS.

LADIES' GAUZE VESTS.

Chic White skirts 98c.
Stylish white skirts $1.50.
Graceful white skirts $2.75

•
and

g3.75.
WaStH SUITS.

SATURDAY

SHOE

SALM

The best kinds speeially low priced
for Friday and Saturday.
Men's boys' Women's ands Chit;
dress'.

FRIDAY-RENVIATIONAL
SALE OF SUMMER STYLES.
E4ry woman desiring real style
with true economy will at once realize the Importance of these offerings.
Attrattive voile skirts $2.95.
Beautiful $10 voile skirts, g5.9.5.
'Strikingly attractive $12 Voile
skirts $8.50.
Famous $16 Merre Widow
Voile
,-kirts $11.95.
Splendid $5 Panama skirts $3.95.
Elegant $7 Peewits skirts $5.00.
Swell $ti and $9 Panama skirts
$595.
RARE WAIST OFFERINGS.
The choicest
freshest, ;wet t lest
daIntest of the season
$1e
sts0
wa1
,.the best venue.
n
ever
offered
Allover eyelet embroidery
front
$1.00 to $2.00 each.
l to $
Vatt $so
lce1175a
eachertk.. fancy yoke
effect

Prettily trimmed, well balanced,
javity wash suits $2.50.. $1 95 and

INGRAIN

WOOL

FILLED

Allover dainty
at $2.00,

embroidery

waist

CARPETS.
1,111tf1E
VELVET VARPETS.
One piece of $1.00 quality at fshe
a card,

Two pieces of 5nr. quality priced
special for Friday's selling at 27 14
a yard

9t 12

FEET
BRUSSEL
RUGS.
Three Bruasel rugs 0113 teat alli
he on sale Friday at $9.98. '

•t

•

NU

DEPARTMENT-FRIDAY AND NATI:RDA I,' n A RCIA TN&

.11A)nil
(

Lot Men's 50c cloth hats for 29r
Broken lot
for 19c

men's 25r

Broken Lot Men's
shirts for 1.5c each

$1

unilerwear
negligee

Lot men's pin striped. washable
slimmer pants for 50c a pair
Lot Boys' 11,50 suits in blue and
brown for $1.
Lot Boys' 25e waists for ages 4
to 13 at 19c each
Lot men's 25e silk
each.

ties for

15e

Dot teen's washable ties for 10e,
madd to sell at I Sc and f0r.
Sample lot men's fur hats. "forth
from $1 to $1.541, special Friday anti
Saturday at 75c each.
Lot men's $5.011 pants Friday and
Saturday for $3.50 each.
lot men's
Saturday for

43.150

pants Friday and

112.39.

„‘set

mews his pants Friday and
Saturday for Ilee a pair.

0

BANNER CLOTHING [VENT
OF THE SEASON
______

e

1.111.11MMIIII4/11MAMMISAIIJOfta..ear.JIIMINS.•••11BNOWISM

A Reduction Sale That Eclipses Anything
Ever Before Attempted In Paciu ea h

Tomorrow. Friday, June 26
ARKS the opening of our greatest Mid-Summer Reduction Sale. This is an event which always holds
unusual interest for dollar-wise men, for they have learned
thpt a bargain announcement from the House of Weille
means more than the word ordinarily implies.

M

Our clothing has an individuality and intrinsic value which are not found in other store's
garments, and the price reductions have a ring of genuineness and sincerity which are rare in
the usual bargain ad. Our store is not closed today in order to make any complicated calcuiat'ons, for a Reduction Sale at Weille's is a very simple proposition, there's nothing to it
but "REDUCE." You can figure the reduction as quickly as we can.

411•

Our reason for the big cut in prices is a logical and a sensible one— Too much stock.
Nothing reserved in this sale. Everything goes Fancies, Blues and Blacks, Two and
Three-piece. Here is the scale of reductions. For your pocketbook's sake we urge you
.•
.•
.•
to read it with care.

MEN'S AND MUM MEN'S SUITS AND TWOTIECE OARMENTS CUT TO

6.45
LOT I.

$12 7.4t and If%sr suits. fancy cheVkliN.

$14.75 '20.95

'9.35

rtsth..

and $1'.; sutts. all new

Mend and Young Mena

111111'

IOT 4.

LOT S.

1,4IT 2.

Mena and Young Men's $45, $*', $35.

Mena and—Toting Mena' $o and $20 garments, two
suits

'r.' and hlack Thlbets. wool fabrics. all new patterns

Your choice for

11111.43

shades of brown, tan, gray. and olives, also blues and
idaeks in merges, this re4son's models, for

110.33

and three-piece sults, all the new shades and

ntodelw

,:to select front, for ....$11.75
blue and black, large Ilne

CP;

and

all band-tailored, the cream of the eastern mar-

ket and by far the bent garments ever shown in Paducah; al rises and patterns; clhoice for

$1.10.105

•
•

CUT IN OUR CHILDREN'S Dt.,PARTMENIT
vs

Boys' $3 and $2.50 Knee PAnts Suits, All
styles, Russians and Sailors included, cut
$1.90
to

Boyr' $4 and $3 50 Knee rants -Suits, all
styles, Russians and Sailors included, cut
to
- $2.40

Cut in Men's Felt
Hats
CI.

All $1 and $3 Colored Soft Hate and Derbies
35
All $2.50 and $2 Colored Soft Hats and Derbies
95c
All $1.50 and $1 Colored Soft Hats and Derbits
Not a lot of odds and ends but all this season's blocks.

Boys' $6.00 and $500 Knee Pants Suite,
all styles, Russians and Sailors included, cut

-------

$3.50

TwentyaFive Per Cent
Off on Children's Wash
Suits. We have over 500
Suits to select from.

Boys' $12 50, $10, $9 Knee Pants Suits,
all styles, Russians and Sailors included, cut
$6.50
to

Cut in Men's Fancy
Vests
$6 00 quality all new and up•to-date cut to
$5.00 quality all new and up-to-date cut to
$4 00 quality all new and up-to-date cut to.

$3 SO
$2.58
$2.68

4.

Clearance Sale Prices Are
Strictly Cash. No Goods
Sent on Approval.

Clearance Sale Prices Are
Strictly Cash. No Goods
Sent on Approval.
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was called here by the sickness in Bettie eel-lean for divorce on the al__ A pienie *nipper in Minor of Mira the family of Mrs. Lola Harelson.
Gal.
2
Galv. Coal Oil Cans,
leged grounds of infidelity.
Maude Leech and Mitt Pearl Davis has returned to her home.
Clothes
Baskets,
of Princeton. the guest of Mrs. LesMI. William F. Kattorjohn left this
Deeds.
ifr°111011r.0441
.11411
1
~
1111111■410.414..wern•lialimeiriliftwe
ter Yates of Wee South Third street. morning foe Cedar Bluff on a buernesse
14
qt.
Gall/.
Buckets,
Mettle
aRankin
to
L. 0, Sears, for
was enjoyed at. Wallace park last trip.
$1 and tract of land in Tyler incor10
inch
Monkey
Wrenches,
night by a number of young PeoPle•
The Rex. /lamp McIAIMIY of Ful- rectly deeded to him
TAKE A HINT.
when first sold.
after supper boating and other pleas- ton, arrived this morning to hold
Claw
Hammers,
and for f1:,11 another lot in Tyler
ures of the park were enjoyed. Those eervicee tonight at the Trimble Street
Roy L. Culley & re.
Steel Hatchets,
present besides the guest of honor Methodist church for the congregaIn liankruptcy.
prim their ureat cut prhe
were Miss Anna Bundeeman
SOc White Wash Brush,
and tion of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Judge E. W. Bagby. referee in
Mira Josephine Bundesman, Messrs. church.
—Forms for real estate agents for
Hale 1 omorros.
bankruptcy, heard arguments this
10 inch Butcher Knives,
Karl Knowles, Ed. Wagner, Clarence
isle at this office.
Mrs. %V. J. Mills and Miss Helen morning over the apportionment
of
Goodrnan, and Mr. and Mrs. Leater Hills will leave tonight for Ann ArEvrey Man'. $1141 ?.i1.1'. suit
Razor Strops,
Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
the expense of selling the plant of
Yates. chaperones.
bor, where Mies Hills will enter the the Paducah Furniture ManufacturBroadway. Phone 196.
1
qt.
starts,
Granite Measures,
ILsear.
An Hats. Net
University of Michigan to take the ing
•—We can give you the limn carcompany. The sale of the plant
Paducahant. in Washington.
4 qt. Granite Milk Pan.,
Sitramer course. Mrs. Hills will re- did not bring enough to pay off the
✓iages in the city for wedding, ball
Pasts and taiderneor included.
Among the Kentucky visitors in main with her, and also visit friends liens, and
lad theater calls. Our prices are lowconsiderable discussion
6 qt. Granite Milk Pan.,
Washington this week are: Mrs. and relatives in different Michigan was
er than those charged for like service
brought up over the apportionK.
Charles
wheeler,
wife
cities.
of
former
Molasses Gates,
mint .of the expense, but Judge
In any oily la America. Our nerviee
Representative Wheeler, James G.
MT. and Mrs. Webb left last even- Beaty withheld his decision.
Is serond to-none, and the best in thia
SOc Ice Shave,
Wheeler and Miss Mary Wheler, of ing for Marinette, Wis., to v4sit Mrs.
city. Palmer Transfer Company.
An order will be issued this afterPadttreh.
Fibre Cuspidor.,
Webb's earents
noon for the sale of the plant of
-Vain, Page'. short order reeteuthe Paducah Glass company will be
*Int, 123 aoath Second.
lames Bead at the Park Tooled.
made late this afternoon.
- -For facial massage, scalp tomt- LAW' %VGA. III: Telf41'ED REFOBE
Thirty
CASH-. NO PHONE ORDERS.
limes Orchestral Band gave a deindays notice has to be given, but
it/tent and shampooning and for the
JUDGE
IGHTEN HIT.
feet at the Chautauqua auditorium
Judge Bagby will decide upon the
Ile11 lite of the Franso-AnterIca
this afternoon and tonight at Is
date later.
Weenie Toilet requisites, consult
o'clock will give another. The conI
Ilke Buhr, 621 'Monroe.
Tests of the new child labor law certs are under the auspices of the
t ----For house numbers, door plates,
brass stencils, brass and aluminum will doubtless be beard by County Woman's Club and for that reason, if FOR CHACTAUQQTA ACCEPTED
other, are worthy of 'support.
.eS OUTLINED BY MANAGER.
checks of all kinds, robber type signs. Judge R. T. Lightfoot. who thinks no
However. hates Band appeals to the
Inarkera Sc. The Diemoad Stamp that the hurt state legislature made
lover' of good music, and his two ConWorks. 114 South Third. Phoebe 355. a bungle, In passing as, drastic a law,
certs herr last year 'established him
GET OUT toat old snit of last yeall
I 4 •
--Cameras. Cameras. Cameras. and an the one that went Into effect this
week. If this law Is practically en- high in the esteem of local music Many Noted Lecturer% WIII Be Heard WILl
and have It cleaned and pressed hi
CONSIDER
ie1'tenAtuN41
Itodak suppllee of all kinds at R. D.
Including eiensior Robert L.
forced. wone NM children will be 108writ. This "lesson. 38 always, het
James Duffy, Routh hihrth near BroaL
NOMEPLACE.
DAVIS'
ci'meats & Co.
Taylor of 'Fenno...Ise...
thrown out of employment in Pa- has some good toolists with him, and
way. and It will look like new.
--We have Just received a new
programs
appeal to the maws.
his
FOR SALE—A tine, gentle fourMock of metal. destigna at all prices. ducah alone. Out of this number.
there are perhaps 5410 whose weekly
year-old mare and new rubber tire
C. L. Brunson & Co 529 Broadway.
aleet Tonight With Bowling - Green
In Home of aleitore.
wages are necessary to the support
--To rid your chicken house of
Directors of the Chautauqua assoSulacribera Inserting want ads In buggy and harness cheap for cash ox
Doctor Who Has Optima on HisMr. Harry Deloach entertained at
12 months' time. Apply to lee
Mites and Bee use Lee's lice killer of their families.
ciation met in the Commercial Club
The
Sun will kindly remember that
toric
Home
home
the
In
parents
of
Todd
his
Jackson
on
CoaniV.
Judge telgiatfoot remount:, that, if
Broadway or phone 1619-a.
rooms this morning at 11 o'clock to
M. J. YoPP Seed Co.
such
Al
Items
are
to
be
for
paid
nitre
Ike state forcibly r moves a widow's street in honor of his cousins, Mies
—Tickets
eraneaet business preliminary to the
for the Eike-Chemthe ad is niserteel„ the rule applying — FOR SALE--Moving picture and
means of support, she should be com- Hazel Davis and Mr. Raymond Davis
Checker-Whist club ball jrame on
vaudeville show. Will sell very reaChautauqua season here. July 17 to
to every one without exception.
present
Metropolis.
Those
were
of
pensated
by
the
state
for
the
los.
of
Sale at Gilbert's drug store.
sonable on account of owner leaving
56 inclusive. In addition to settling
To eonsider a proposition for the
F041, DRY wood New phone 515.
the revenue from the minor. If this Miss Hazel Davis. Metropolis; Miss the
---City subscribers to The Daily
city. Addrees Mrs. L. M. Barham,
date, the program was accepted Purchase of the birth place of Jeffer
plan should be followed, it would Black. of Kuttawa. Ky.; the Misses as
FOR SALE—Good gentle horse. Star Theater, Clarksville,
Ian who wish the delivery of theill
outlined by the program
son
Davis.
the
Tenn.
president
only
comthe
of
liamertt.
Irene
Jessie Acker. Nettie
gapers stopped must notify our col emit the county thousands of dollars !Amhara!,
mittee and Mr. J. H. Shaw, the pro- Confederate states, a meeting of the New phone 1494.
FOR SALE -Extra good Burial
Ima Darnell, Rebeeca Mca
month
to
In
degree
make
any
up
moter, and is now in the hands of James Walbert Camp of Confederate
FOR RENT—Apartment In Sans horse. Size, color and quality comMetors or Make the requests direr!
the loss of wages front throwing nee Farland. Helen Mansfield, Lela Pool, the
printers.
Veterans will be held Friday night at Souel flats. Apply to W. E. Cochran. plete. Inquire of Bivens and Love
30 The Sun office. No attention will
ors under fourteen years of age, oil. Mrytne Cumings, Ruth OehischlaeDistinguished speakers will be X o'clock at the City Hall. Dr. C. C.
be paid to such orders when given of enesloyment.
FOR HALE—Good horse.
Old at James A. Glauber's stable. corner
ger, l'ra %Icearty, Julia Davis. Georard this summer at the Chautau- Brown. of Flowl:ng Green, is in the pbotle 101;2.
In carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
!Third and Wastengton.
Darnell,
Helen
Marjorie
But the crowning absurdity of the gia Sisk,
qua
building. John Sharp Williams, city. and he will make an address to
- --Just received a complete line of
FOR RENT—Nice furnished room,
'ANTED—You to know that Ths
law. Judge Lightfoot thinks, is the °Motet, ClaTa It. lieloath: Meters. Demormetto
ariererity leafilir In con- the old soldiers. All ettleaug - flatere for gentleman. 501
Phild•r's Pertains. and toilet water provision
West End Improvement Co., has for
Kentucky.
that minors under sixteen harry Burnham, Raymond. Davis. gress, Champ Clark
one
of
eeted
Anesouri,
▪ sethe drug store, eu2 Broadway.
In
preserving
this
historic
Old
years of age cannot Is employed if Metropolis: Urea Watson, Robert Me- of the farnons
-Wing sale the most desirable and convenmember, of Congress. residence are extended . an invitation —PTA SALE—Fine, gentle dr
- The Woman's Howe Mission Soiently located residence. lots In and
liorse, Inquire at 1927 Broad.
they do not show a certificate front Pariah& George Ileloaelt, Allen Bon- Senator Robert I Tar
..
•41et y of the First Presbyterian
r of Ten- to be present.
near Paducah, at reaeonable prices.
ltutt.binson. 011ie tosser!.
their teachers, showing thefr good durant, ejtarlie
WANTED—'ren,
girls
at
the
Hrub,
far-famed
church sill meen Friady afternoon
The home of Jefferson Davis is in
humorous lecihrtehinnon. Yuleon Morgan, Breath- turer;
Term* $75 cash and $4.00 per month
standing
in
their
classes.
Judge
Broadway.
211
and
other prominent Chine- Todd county, and now the Confederat 4 tee ock with Mot. Edward Brad
Irldeatred. Let um show you. Call
Lightfoot Is in full. sympathy with itt Hem Ambrose McCarty, Robert tango* lecturers
and
performers ates have an option on the property.
&haw. of Eighteenth
and
Hoare
LOST—Umbrella at Wallace- Park On S. B. Caldwell, Real Estate Agent,
Woodfolk, Harry Ileloas.h. Charlie Da- have liPPLI secured
the
movement
better
to
condithe
streets.
Dr. Brown was sent here Is, the Sunday. Finder pjesse return to
129 South FOurtb street. Phone 789,
tions of child labor, and wants to see leach, Mrs. Iaarnell. Mr. and Mrs.
M
all be featured throughout Bowling Green camp to see what In- this office
t picnic was given today by the every- practicable
and receive reward.
step taken by law James HerneMr and Mrs. Robert De. the Chautauqua season. There will terest was manifested. All of the
COAL YITRO for sate. Seat loSunday echo's)i eV the Warhidgton to curtail
its growth and to elimin- leach.
LOST—A gold-headed- parasol. en- cated coal yard In city. Firet-class
be symphony orchestras, and In- old Paducah Confederates are anxtorteCliaptist colored chunti. at Oaks.
After mans'' pleasant gamete de- dividual artists
ate it•ivils from society, but he does
at each night's en- ious that the home be secured, and graved "To Daisy" Return to 51: equipment, well advertised and good
Heveral hundred of the charities went not
henrys that the present economic lightful refreshments were served. tertainment. The program generally no doubt will contribute largely for North Sixth street and * rewhrded. established trade. Reason for selling,
had
pleasant
pad
out,
a
time. The status of Kentucky
were has been enlarged and the
other business interests requires atcalls for so sweep- The house and dining room
talent the presecvatIon of the birthplace of
FOR RENT—Cheap, a Go:treble
'steak party-will return tonight.
ing a taw It is a fact that Ken- beautifully decorated with flowers engaged is better than last year, the South's leader.
tention. Good proposition for right
five-room house. Apply 620 Ken--Companies Nos. 1 and 4 were tuck.. 'a new
child labor law is more sad ferns.
party. Address C.0111M10, care the.
$300'having been appropriated in adtucky avenue:
✓alet! to 717 South Shah street tbis
•••••=m••••11,.
dressy titan that of any state In the
office.
dition to the amount spent last seamorning at 5 o'clock by a small fire union.
WANT1t1)--.1.ady
solicitor, good
Mrs. B. Cassell. Mrs. Delia Mc- son. The committee on grounds
Important
Dismissed..
Cue
In a flue. The blase was extinguished
paying proposition. Credit Tailors, YOUNG MEN to prepare for Exam.
Eteployers fact a Jail aentenee If Eiyra. and Mrs. Lula Ray have re- will have tents to rent for the seafor Railway Mall and other Govm't.
it, short order, and the los will the. tiolate
Ilk 4 South Third street.
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acres run- mail.
lene's of a Chautauqua. such as tele- eorrrt
Es1.81). 14 years. Thousands
Judge cross, charged with sell- ning watts..
Joan Alexander. colored, was ate the most
Apply to Linen' &
pronounced' typo. Tests Grahamville today on a visit to their phones, hospital tents mad concesof successful rtudente Sample
ing liquor without a lice-nee. and as it
tested this afternoon by Patrolman of
Lydon or phone 676 or 1261.
etc law doubtless will till every eon. Mr. Charles Bryan.
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tions and -How Coyote Positions are
W. M. Owen on a charge of convert- route,
Miss Lizzie Anderson and brother. Manager Riedhead of the Paducah developed he sold A. M. Leavison &
court in the state in a short
FOR SAILE--Nice three-year-old Secured" sent free.
Co. Crenao Temferine, Dr. Fizz and
• tor money of another to his own use. tint.
Inter State
.. and many lawyers are clues- Milton Anderson. of Grahamville, Traction company now I,as
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El'en Stubblefield. colored. alleges teeili.g
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its eonstIlutionatty.
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the
as. the evidence showed that these
that ttexander misappropriated II
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Mrs. Ed Rogers left today for proper condition.
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Jury on instructions of Judge Crosse terms, six-room house, 1036 Bridge of IS and 35; citizens of the United
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Miss. Lillie Max' Winstead left this the
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for
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been visiting Miss Saidee Smith for being
printed now and as wet as a
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Protector. Big money. A. T. Kline,
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good
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for
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and later Coroner
Frank We now are Meng without melicine bed. etc.. cheap at Poiloeks. 333
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Berry and W. I. Davis. About 300 street.
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An Unusual Reduction of High Standard Clothing and i
i
Policy
Fixed
Our
of
Furnishings in Pursuance
i
to Close All Lines Each Season
i

•

A Sale That Merits Your Special Attention Because of the Profitable Investments It
Presents and the Opportunity to Buy Seasonable Goods
at the Time When You Need Them Most.

T the opening of this store we established a fixed policy of closing out all stock each
season, regardless of their cost or value, This time we are going to include many
lines never reduced so early before. Those of you who have bought in these sales ,heretofore know how much can be saved- those who have not, we urge to investigate. All two
and three-piece suits are included blacks and blues---nothing reserved.. Now is the time
t) provide for your future needs at a saving of 25 to 40 per cent. We would rather have
back what we paid for the goods than to carry them over. Remember, there are lots of
•
•
•
good styles and patterns to select from if you come early. • •• • •• . .

A

•

Men's andYoung Men'sSuits atClose-Out Prices

$

.55 $9.95 $14t_85 $19.95
•

Lot A

$12.50 and $1000 Suits

Lot B

Men's

$18.00 and $1500

Suits in the new grays,

in fancy cheviots and

tans and browns; also black unfinworsteds in

blue serges, made in
ished

a

most substantial way---all

fabrics

some excellent

to select from.

wool

patterns

Your unrestricted

choice from the entire lot $6 55.

Boys' and Children's Suits
at Close-Out
Prices
A Buys' S3 and $2.50
ZS Double Breasted
Suits ad Childs' Russian
Sailor Suits,
•
choice
floys, 44 and 5350
Double Breasted
tilts and Cnild's Bosnian
and Sai or Suite.
........
......
cho

IA

worsteds and blue serges---

two and three-piece suits---tailored
in the correct spring styles---made
to hold shape--.you are sure to find
a pattern to please you in the lot,

and at a big saving. Choice $9.95.

Boys' $13.50, 46 00
and 4500 Double
Breasted Russian Suits and
Childs' Russian and Sellor
Suits,
.....
choice ..

S3.65

Lot n

11 and F:.50 amble
.
Breasted Suits an] Childs'
Russian and Sailor tA Ac
suits, choice.. . . Irleow
Boys' al2 50, $10.00
and 19.00 Double
Breasted S.M.' and Childs'
Russian and Sailor te cc
sPU•110
rh.rier

Lot E
XTRAGOOD

Ederbenner, Siein & Co.
E 5.1

Children's Wash Suits Reduced
89
Lot A
.96
Lot B
$2
.95
Lot C
Child's $200 and 41 50 Wash Sults in Sailor
and Russian styles: white and colors:
choice
-- "VP,
'
si
Child'. $3 50. 5300 and $250 Wash Suits
Russian and Sailor, whites and colors;
choice
Child's$5 00, $450 tad $400 Wash Suits in
colors:
Russian and Sailog whites and colo
choice
25c
Bo s' 15:. East Black Ribbed Hose, 100 pelt, 3 pair tor ,„
19c
- • A.Windbor Ties
Boys' 25e.
................ 39c
Boys' 50e lit ,use Wai.ts, white and colon
72c
Boys' $1 00 Blouse Waists, white and colon.. 111 12
Boys' $1.50 Blouse Waists, white and cobra ..
19c
s
Boys' 25e Wash Knee Pants
34c
Boys' :sic Knee Pants wash pants Included)
5(ic
Boys' 75c Knee Pants
72c
Boys' $1 CO Knee Pants
9$c
Boys'$1 25 Knee Penis
$1.07
Boys' $1 50 Knee Pants
.......
111.311
Boys' 5200 Knee Pants.
+114....0
11•••111..114".111111n..1110'.101111.211

Men's $40.00, $35.00 and

of

product

America's

confined styles---black and blue as
well as figure. and stripes---two

ing ever shown in Paducah except

in

cool
Mohair suits are also included.
Choice of the lot $14.85.
and three-piece suits---those

Men's $1.00 Negligee
and Men's $1.00 Outing
Shirts, with soft collar
and cuffs, reduced to close
out

men's $2.00 Negligee
and Men's $2.00 Outing
Shirts, with soft collar
and cuffs, reduced to close
t

$1.39
Men's $1.50 Negligee
and Men's $1.50 Outing
Shirts with soft _collars
s”•1 cuffs, reduced to close
(.1it

Men's 113.00 Negligee
anl Men's $3.00 Outing
snirts, with soft collar
and cuffs, reduced to close
out

$1.09

$1.99

by

us.

You can

find

Straw Hats Included
In This CloseOut Sale
11.00 Straw
Hata _
42.00 Straw
Wets _
SO Straw
lists.,
$100 Straw
Hata _
$4 00 Straw
Hata ...
$5.00 Straw
flats,,,.,

75e
$1.50

...!

es$22..05
$3.00
$3.75

4.

Men's Felt Hats
Men's $3.30 and $2.00 Soft Hata; nip
Orion .

Odd lot Men's Light Colored Soft Hata. $3 00. $2 50 sal
22.60 qualities, your desire

Men's and Young Men's $2.00 Pants now
Men's and Young Men's $2.50 Pants. now
Men's and Young Men's $3.00 Pants now
Men's and Young Men's $3.50 Pants, now
Men's ank Young Men's *4.00 Pants, now
Men's and Young Men's $5.00 Pants, now.
Men's and Young Man's $8.00 Pants, now
Men's and Young Men's is.50 pants, now
Men's and Young Men's 17.50 Pants, now
Men's and young Men's $8.50 Pants, now

Men's $2 00 Suit Silk Pleated Uunderwear,
solid colors-reduced
$1.40
Men's $3.00 Suit Fancy Stripe Underwear,
excellent quality-reduced to..............1.00
Men's $4.00 Suit Fine French Underwear,
.
solid colors-reduced to
1.50
......
Men's $.7..00 Suit Fine Silk Plaited Underwear,
.
-reduced now to ......
Men's $200 Union Suits reduced to
Ateces 3.00 Union Suits reduced to
Men's $400 Union Suits reduced to
Men's $5.00 Union Suits reduced to

5o dozen Men's 10c White Handkerchiefs no mon than
44 to a customer)

4.20
4.66
515
5 95

Sale Prices Strictly Cash. No Goods on Approval

rA415T04, INCOP

.10.0~mmasseireorossftweis
44
.
4206"
101
"
4ffiaa410
'
11.404112m.21rqUla.20

4

Meal$3.00 and $4.00 "Kent" and Stetson Soft

Underwear at Saving Prices

340

what you

want in this lot...anystyle or fabric.
Your choice $19.95.

Men's Pants Greatly Reduced
.. $1.40
1 76
110
245
2.90

foremost

manufacturers- every suit absolutely hand -tailored ---no such cloth-

you find

•

$30 00 Suits-the finest

this jot---many

than

Money-:
Saving
Shirt Prices

ml B

Lot D

$22.50 and

$20.00 Spring and Summer Suits, in ',all the prevailing
modes---no better clothes made

Shirts
at Reduction
Prices

-S1 90

Lot C-

Lot C

Men's $25.00,

2') doyen 50c and 25c Silk Mercerized Oolored
Handkerchiefs

'Sc
Sc

••

lut"...17!

Neckwear and Hogery
25c Silk Club
-.....
50e and 25e Four-la-Hand Wash
......
.......
......
ri0c Silk Four-in-Hand
Ties
•
$1.00 and 75c Silk Four-in• I land
Ties.
2.5c Fancy Hose,
all sizes
...
50c Fancy Haim
All sizes
50c Suspenders, Lisle
Web..

12c
He
!Sc
67c
16c
35c
22c

Night Shirts Reduced
41.00 Night Shirts and
$125 Night Saida and
Pajamas
92 coo Night Shirts and
Pajama

.
4110■11a.411reillib.alemeasay-Nam.sirolars.a
r•ftia.40+1121

7k
92c
$1.38

•
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Here is What You Have Been Waiting For

Our Semi:Annual Clearance Sale
25",, to 33%% Discount on Our Entire Stock of
Men's and Young Men's, Boys' and Children's Suits
Tomorrow morning marks the beginning of our Semi-Annual Clearance Sale. In
the past it has been the custom of this house to inaugurate its Summer Clearance Sale
after the Fourth of July, but inasmuch as our stock is broken this season, more than usual,
we have decided to give you the benefit before the great national holiday of next week.
Listen: In order that you may fully appreciate this excellent opportunity, to buy good clothes cheap, we wish you to take into consideration that summer has just begun and we offer you a choice of our entire
stock of Fancy, Blue and Black Men's and Young Men's Two and Threepiece Suits. The Two-piece Suits are half and quarter lined, made of
extra light weight materials— just right for these hot days consistiog of
our celebrated Roxboro and Hart, Schaffner & Marx makes, as well as
our other standard lower priced lines.

1

Here's the

TABLE of REDUCTION
Two and Three-Piece Suits
$7.50 Suits reduced
to
$10.00 Suits reduced
to

fri

$5.45
$6,75

$20.00 Suits reduced
to
$22.50 Suits reduced
to

$12.50 Suits reduced
tot7

$25.00 Suits reduced
to....

$15.00 Suits reduced
_
to
$1800 Suits reduced
to

$30.00 Suits reduced
to

$10.15
$12,90

$13.85
$15.95
$182
$2135

$35.00 Suits reduced
to

$25.50

$50.00 Suits reduced to $34.65

caFacp
Offers 25% Discount on Our
Entire Stock of Spring Suits

V.

Here's the Table of Reduction:
Every cocervahle style, such
as Sailors, Ruffians, Norio/kJ and double-breasted
snits, hoth in Knickerbocker
.and straight trousers are
ehown in the assortment.

in

•

$2.00 Suits reduced
to
$3 50 Suits reduced
$5 00 Suits reduced —
to

$1.50
$2.63
S3.75

$6 SO Suits reduced
to
$7.50 Suits reduced
to
$10.00 Suits redUced
to

$4.88
S5.63
$7.50

See Display in Our Entire Corner Window
In our Young Men's Suits we arc still showing a limited assortment made over extreme
lines, swagger front and tlare back, cuffs on
sleeves and full peg kg pants, three and four
:
button models. : •

-

Clearance Sale

Clearance Sale

Prices

Prices

Are Strictly
Cash

anP AND BROADWAY
ESTA 9LIM-1ED /PR
(Incorporated.)

Are Strictly
Cash
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ALL STOCKS MUST BE TURNED TO CASH
An Unusual Reduction of High Standard Clothing and
Furnishings in Pursuance of Our Fixed Policy
to Close All Lines Each Season
A Sale Thai Merits Your Special Attention Because of the Profitable Investments It
Presents and the Opportunity to Buy Seasonable Goods
at the Time When You Need Them Most.

5

•40

the opening of this store we established a fixed policy of closing out all stock each
AT season,
regardless of their cost or value, This time we are going to include many
lines never reduced so early before. Those of you who have bought in these sales ,heretofore know how much can be saved- those who have hot, we urge to investigate. All two
and three-piece suits are included blacks and blues-- nothing reserved. Now is the time
t. provide for your future needs at a saving of 25 to 40 per cent. We would rather have
back what we paid for the goods than to carry them over. Remember, there are lots of
good styles and patterns to select from if you come early.

e

Men's andYoung Men'sSuits atClose-Out Prices

$

.55 $9.95 S14,t_35 $19.95
•

Lot A

$12.50 and $1000 Suits
in fancy cheviots and

worsteds in blue serges, made in
a most substantial way---all wool
fabrici- some excellent patterns
to select from.

Your unrestricted

choice from the entire lot $6 55.

Boys' and Children's Suits
at Close-Out
Prices
Buys' $3 and $2 .1U
Double Breasted
Suits iv& Childs' Russian
Sailor Suits,
choice
Boys, $4 and $350
Double Breasted
• nits and Cnlid's Russian
and Sal or Suite,'
AC
... ...
cho'ce _ .......

Lot A

..
Lot B

31.98

Boys' 911.50.
Lot C and
$500 Double

Breasted Russian Suits and
Childs', Russian and Sailer
Suits.
choice
Boys' $5.50, 914 00
and $7.50 Double
Breasted Suits and Childs'
Russian and Sollor
Suits, choice_
Boys $12 50, $10.00
and $9.00 Double
Breasted Silts and Childs'
Russian and Sailor et rt
jU•4141
Suits, choice

$3.65

Lot D

ar

Lot v

Ilderliatmer, Stein & Co.
MAILERS,

rt.a•

Children's Wash Suits Reduced
Lot A
89 •
Lot 11
.96

Child's $2 00 and $1 50 Wasi Suits in Sailor
and Russian styles: white and colors:
choice ....
Child'. $3 50. 5300 and 4250 Wash Suits lo $1
Russian and Sailor, whites and colors:
choice .....
Lot c Child's$5 00, 44 50 and $4 00 Wash Suits in
Russian and Sailors, whites and colors:
choice
Bo s' 15z Fast Black Ribbed Hoge, 1.00 pair, 3 pair for
25c
Boys' 25z Silt Windsor Ties
19c
39c
Bois' 50c 111 ,use Wsi-ts, white and colors ...4.
72c
130fle $1 00 Blouse Waists, white awl eidurs..
Boys' el 50 Blouse Waists, white and colors
141 12
.
19e
Boys' 25c Wash Knee Pants
34c
Boys' 50c Knee Pants wash pants Includtd )
59c
Boys' 75c Knee Pants
72c
Boys' $1 00 Knee Pants
Buys'$1 25 Knee Pin's
.- 93c
$1.07
Boys' el 50 Knee Pants
Buys'$2 iv Koss Ponta
41.38

Lot B

Men's $25.00, $22.50 and
$20.00 Spring and Summer Suits, in 'all the prevailing
modes-no better clothes made
than you find in this Jot---many
confined styles---black and blue as
well as figurea and stripes-two
and three-piece suits--those cool
!‘ilohair suits are also included.
Choice of the lot $1.1.85.

Men's $18.00 and $1500
Suits in the new grays,
tans and browns; also black unfinished worsteds and blue serges--two and three-piece suits---tailored
in the correct spring styles--'made
to hold shape---you are sure to find
a pattern to please you in the lot,
and at a big saving. Choice *t,95.

Lot C

Shirts
at Reduction
Prices

Money-:
Saving
Shirt Prices

Men's $1.00 Neglitee
and Men's $1.00 Outing
Shirts, with soft collar
and cuffs, reduced to closo
out

Men's $2.00 Negligee
and Men's $2.00 outing
Shirts. with soft collar
and coifs, reduced to close
out

0.
69e

$1.39

Men's $1.50 Negligee
and Men's $1.50 Outing
Shirts with soft collars
tied cuffs, reduced to close
out

Men's $3.00 Negligae
aril %lens $3.00 Outing
snirts, with soft collar
and cuffs, reduced to close

$1.09

$1.99

111 t

Men's $.10.00, $35.00 and
$30 00 Suits--'the finest
product of America's foremost
manufacturers --- every suit absolutely hand -tailored-no such zlothing ever shown in Paducah except
by us. Vou can find what you
want in this lot---any style or fabric.
Your choice $19.95.

Lot D

Straw Hats Included
In This CloseOut Sale
$1.00 Straw
Hats ..
$2.00 Straw
Hats
$2.30 Straw
Hats
$3.00 Straw
Hats _
00 Stria
Hats
Straw

am

lists..

75c
$1.50
$1.88
$2.25
$3.00
$3.75

1/}./0

Men's Felt Hats
Men's $2.50 and 92.00 Soft Hats: sale
price
..

Men's Pants Greatly Reduced

Underwear at Saving Prices

Odd lot Men's Light Colored Soft Hats. $300. $2 50 mil
12.00 qualities, your desire

$1.38
$1.95
95c

Men's and Young Men's $2.00 Pants now
.. $1.40
Men's and Young Men's $2.50 Pants, now
1 75
Men's and Young Men's $3.00 Pants now
2 10
Men's and Young Men's $3.50 Pants, now
2.45
Men's ank Young Men's *4.00 Pants, now
2.80
Men's and Young Men's 45.00 Pants, now ....
3.50
Men's and Young Man's 46.00 Pants, now
4.20
Men's and Younct Men's $41.50 pants, now
4.55
Men's and Young Men's $7.50 Pants, now
5.25
99
Men's and Young Men's $8.60 Pants, now ..,

Men's $2.00 j Suit Silk Pleated L'underwear.
solid colors-reduced to
.... .
#1 48
Men's $3.00 Suit Fancy Stripe Underwear,
excellent quality-reduced to .
2.00
Men's $4.00 Suit Fine French rnderwear,
solid colors-reduced
......
.
2.50
Men's $.00 Suit Fine Silk Plaited Underwear,
rednced now to
3.50
Men's $2 00 Union Suits reduced to
1.48
men's 3.00 Union Suits reduced to
2.25
Men's 1400 Union Suits (educed to
Men's'$5 00 rnion Suits reduced to
3 50

50 dozen Men's 10c White Handkerchiefs(no more than
4 to a customer)
.

se

Sale Prices Strictly Cash. No Goods on Approval

$2.95

L.

ity

LK_415T°41 INc..p.A1ZOADWAY
OATTEUERSTCOMEFIANI

•

Mera
'
s
t413.00 and $4.00 "Kent" and Stetson Soft
l

2i dozen 500 and 250 Silk Mercerized Colored
Handkerchiefs

Neckwear and Hosiery
Vic Silk Club
Ties50c and 15c Four-In-Hand Wash
Ties..
50c Silk Four-In-Hand
Ties
$1.00 and 7.1c Silk Four-in-Hand
Ties
250 Fancy Hose,
all sizes..
50c Fancy Hose,
.all sizes;
500 Surenders; Lisle
Web..

12e
14c
28c

57c
ik
3k
22c

Night Shirts Reduced
$1.00 Night Shiite and
Pajamas
51 2.1 Night Shirts and
Pajamas
92 00 Night Shirts and
Pajamas _

••••411.41P"Illiwilrolftla.111110s.40~swas.se"exes..st-mtes...as'41‘111••••""Iliol. S'oliftwAl

73c
$1.38
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Here is What You Have Been Waiting For

Our Semi:Annual Clearance Sale
25% to 33/3"(; Discount on Our Entire Stock of
Men's and Young Men's, Boys' and Children's Suits
•

Tomorrow morning marks the beginning of our Semi-Annual Clearance Sale. In
the past it has been the custom of this house to inaugurate its Summer Clearance Sale
after the Fourth of July, but inasmuch as our stock is broken this season, more than usual,
we have decided to give you the benefit before the great national holiday of next week.
Listen: In order that you may fully appreciate this excellent opportunity, to buy good clothes cheap, we wish you to take into consideration that summer has just begun and we offer you a choice of our entire
stock of Fancy, Blue and Black Men's and Young Men's Two and Threepiece Suits. The Two-piece Suits are half and quarter lined, made of
extra light weight materials just right for these hot days consistiog of
our celebrated Roxboro and Hart, Schaffner & Marx makes, as well as
our other standard lower priced lines.

Here's the

TABLE of REDUCTION
Two and Three-Piece Suits
$7.50 Suits reduced
to
$10.00 Suits reduced
to
$12.50 Suits reduced
to$15.00 Suits reduced
to
$1800 Suits reduced
to

$5.45
$6.75
$8.85
$10.15
$12,90

$20.00 Suits reduced
to
$22.50 Suits reduced
to
$25.00 Suits reNiced
to
$30.00_Suits reduced
to
$35.00 Suits reduced
to

$13.85
$15.95
$18.50
_$21.15
$25.50 I

$50.00 Suits reduced to $34.65

,3esoycrap
Offers 25% Discount on Our
Entire Stock of Spring Suits

•

Here's the Table of Reduction:
Every rocervahle style, such
as Sailors, Russians, Norio/kJ and double-hreasted
suits, hoth in Knickerbocker
:arid straight trousers are
,hownin the assortment.

$2.00 Suits reduced
to
$3 SO Suits reduced
.
to
$5 00 Suits reduced
to

$1.50
$2.63
S3.75

$6 50 Suits reduced
to
$7.50 Suits reduced
to.
$10.00 Suits reduced

to

$4.88
$5.63
$7.50

ety Display in Our Entire Corner Window
':
/?
1 rt our Vbung Men's Suits we are still showing a limited assortment made over *extreme
line;, swagger front and flare back, cuffs on
sleevetznd full peg kg pants, three and four
•
•
button models. • •
•
•

learance Sale
Prices
Are Strictly
Cash
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Clearance Sale
Prices
Are Strictly
Cash
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'ME PADUCATif EVEN IN G SUN.

DRIVES OUT GREAT CONVENTION
•V•V•BLOOD HUMORS FINISHES LABORS
e

lift It.mflo‘l. J1'41-

NO MOM DANDBUIFE.

C

Newbro's limpid& Destroys the Pest
*wee* those of Ansoylag
Dassdruff.

THE FAMOUS

Ttle ...a is not simply an outer covering of the body, but Chrome'its
Does your head Itch? Is your coat
thonsan-is
pores and glands it performs the great aad Seceseary work of
Or dress full of white flakes after
regulating our temperatures, and also assists in disposing of the refuge and
drensing your hair! That's the effeet
-waste Matters of the system by the constant
evaporation that goes on International Sunday School of
dandruff. Is your hair thinning?
throtIgh these little tubes. To perform these duties the tissues and fibres
which connect and surround the pores and glands must be continually sour. Cooveation Ends at Louisville. Are you beginning to get held In
spots? Are you already in fact, rapbilled by pure blood. When from any cause the circulation becomes infected
idly becoming bald' If so. that iIi
with impurities and humors, it loses its strengthening powers and begins to
the effect of a rareaalo litle parasite
disease and irritate the delicate tissues, and produces Eczema, Acne, Tetter,
or some other itching, disfiguring skin trouble. S. S. S. cures skin diseases More ficiouedished Ttuos at Previous that burrows in at the root of the
-..461.1••••••
of every kind by going down into the circulation and neutralizing and removseesions—••Conventiou Kew" Be. hair, and throws up the scalp in danding the impurities and humors. It changes the quality of the blood from
ruff and eata oC the hair at the root.
etoeed On Chairman's Forehead,
an
acrid, fiery fluid to a cooling, health-producing stream, which, instead of
Science's latest discovery in a destroyirritating and inflaming the skin, cures and nourishes it by its soothing,
er of that pestiferous germ. That
healthful qualities. Salves, washes, lotions, etc.. may be used for any temdestroyer is contained in no .other
porary comfort or cleanliness they afford, but skin diseases cannot be cured ATTITUDE AND tiCOPE DEPtNED hair preparation
on earth but Newuntil S. S. S. has purified the blood. Book on Skin Diseases and any medbro's Herpicide. Try it. and be conical advice gent free.
vinced. A delightful driveling. Sold
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATT.A11TA. GAby leading druggists. Two bassi. 50e.
Louisville, Ky.., June tia.—The
and $1. Send 10c. in stamps for
EXT14:NSION
point near Paducah.
, and an- twelfth, and according to Marion Pimple to The Herpicide Co.. Detroit.
other along tlil. south side of the ILawrance, the greateet, convention Mich.
R. W. Walker 00.. !arterial
To Paducah • Revised
Again By river to Paducah. Surveyors pro- of the International Sunday school Agents
jected another line from the neigh- Association, came to a close Tuesday
°dictate' Visit to Evansstile.
borhood of Fort Branh through Mt. night, with the bestowal by Mr. LawEvansville, June 24.—Statements Vernon. Ind., but this will hardly be rence of the "convention kiss" on the
In St. Louis a few days ago by Presi- accepted since it would leave out blushing forehead of C. J. Meddis,
dent L. S. Berg, of the Mobile, Jack Evansville, one of the tenportant ter- chairman of the toml entertainineet
committee, the raising of an addl..
non & Kansas city railroad, that the minals of the system.
local $6.000 for work in Japan in
preposed extension of his line norththe next triennium. and definition OLD MIL WILL HIDE His FACE
ward • to Jackson. Tenn., would be
Freezing Apparatus.
FROM VI KW.
undertaken immediately and that 1. The cold storage preservation of of the attitude and scope of the assoeverything is ready for the Frisco- perishable food stuff by 'means hit car- ciation in its relation to the Sunday
Rock Island system to build the con- bon tabloids has been frequently de- school and the various denominnecting link between the E. & T. H.. scribed and there seems to bt a ten- ations.
Hot and therefore leas interesting The Phenomenon Will Be Visible to
and Jackson to give a short line be- dency at the present time to do away
This Region For Over
tween Chicago and the gulf coast. with it for such purposes whenever sessions during the morning and afThree Hours.
ternoon had been devoted to discusown a new significance in the visit it is possible.
to Southern Illinois Tuesday of
At an exhibition in a German city sion of the factors and forces relatPresident H. I. Miller, of the E. & T. there was lately on view a new type ed to Sunday school success, a sym111••=1.
H., and C. & E. I. railroads.
of refrigerator, the chief feature of posium of discussion In the afternoon,
For more than three hourierixt SunPresident Miller left Chicago' Mon- which is its simplicity and inexpen- and the election of the Rev. Fraok- day morning
Old Sol will go into
day night on a special tour of in- siveness.
The appliance comprises lin McAlfresh, of Ohio, as superin- partial eclipse *then his
face will be
spection of the main line of the C. & a doub:e-walled tin vessel. with' an tendent of the teacher's training de- almost
obscured when the eclipse
te, I., thrdtigh
annular space all around about an partment to succeid W. C. Pearce. will be
visible throughout all of
• General
Superintendent
J. 0. foe& wide and completely surround- the newly-elected superintendent of North America, south of Latitude till,
Crockett of the E. & T. H., left the ing the inner chamber.
the adult department.
South America, north of the Equator,
city ear:y Tuesday for Mt. Vernon.
Many of the delegates left the city
Carbonic acid gas is slowly adports of the Atlantic and Pacific
/IL, to join Mr. Miller.
mitted into this annular space at the during the day, but a goodly propor- oceans, southwestern Europe and
tion
remained
to
pay
their
respects
Seats on sale at Gilbert's Drug Store,
to
Together they will view the south- bottom.
After filling the whole of
Went Africa.
ern end of the C. & E. I. line, stop- the space it issues Into the chamber the city that had entertained them
The fact that the moon Is now alCor. Fourth and Broadway.
ping atThebes, the southern terminal itself through a cross-armed tube and to wend thereafter a glad and most at its grestant distance
from the
of the Illinois line.
placed at 'the top, quickly and com- cooled way homeward.
earth will cause it to appear directly
At the E. & T. R. general offices pletely fieezing any article stored
Attitude and Scope Defined.
In front of the sun-though it will not
Just before the close the attitude
In Evansville It was said, Tuesday. within.
conceal it. Across Mexico. the gulf
and
scope
that the only Information regard.ng
of
association
fact,
the
In
in its and Florida the eclipse will be most
so efficient Is the appartus.
the 'projected link between Evans- that water is frozen in less than a relation to the Sunday schools and nearly total,
the area where a cenville and Jackson. Tenn.. came from nate.
The refrigerative effect Is to the various denominations was de- tral observation
may be made beT.141.F. A HINT.
Mr. Berg's published statements in produced by the rapid expansion of fined In a set of eight resolutions pro- ing
about ZOO miles wide.
St. Louis. In that interview the the carbonic acid gas.
posed by the Rev. Dr. E. Y. Mullbne.
The eclipse will begin about s l .to
Roy I.. irsdko A
president of the southern line was
The apparatus is stated to be high- itratisient of the Southern Blaptist
a. in., Louisville time, and will reaah
made to speak authoritatively, and ly suited to the requirements of the Theological Seminary of this city. and
its greatest degree at 10:36 o'clock
he declared that work on the Jack- househoid. and is very inexpensive carried by the unanimous vote of the
(lien their great 11'161 l•rke
The eclipse will end at 12:12 p. in
son extension of his own line and on to Work, the carbonic acid gas being convention.
Yam
When the eclipse is at, It,, heighth
the Frisco-Rock Island extension stored in the ordinary type of reserThe resolutions are as follows?
sate Tintiorrow.
about three-fourthe of the face of the
from the E. & T. H., would be under- voirs used for that purpose.
"Resolved. That the work of the
sun will be covered and the greater
taken at once..
International Sunday reboot AssociaI.'. cry 111/611•• and eltikr•
part of the United States will pass
It is presumed that Mr. Miler may
-Despite all your wealth," said the tion be defined as follows:
into
semi-obscurity
have gone to southern Illinois at this cynic. "your very name
"First—It seeks to enlist all Sunwill be gen%II Ifni.. N... 1.%‘..nr.
The eclipse will basin at the right
time to see about the southern ex- erally forgotten twenty
years after day schoois in common study of les- edge of the sun and will gradually
tension.
sons,
but
never to organise schools. cover the lower part
your death."
I unt• ... in, I i641.•rs% cur 11111(11.141.-61.
of the disc. At
Three preliminary surveys have
"Seend—lt reeks to enlint an such
"No it won't." replied the finanits beighth the moon will transform
been made, one for a line direct from cier; "my estate is large
enough to Sunday schools in the adoption of the the sun into a crescent of a width
Evamaiiiitoteseasithimee—geonsvo a
beep -my beers' Myren .1stonerblin ubs.t methods of promoting efficiency
about a' third the diameter of the
.SBOLIsHED NAVAL PIGSniNt4
other from Evansville along the longer than
that'•—lianaas City In the work of teacher training.
sun. The shape of the run will readnorth side of the Ohio river to a Times
"Third—it seeks in ail proper
ily be nen through smoked climates.
•
Not Needed In Day.
N tireless
ways to enlist theological seminaries
Telegraphs.
to
the
extent
of
giving
due
recognise
7
• •
tiHoWER RATH
tion to the Sunday schols in their
An
admix-ad, (Atm:
yester
curriculum.
-Fourth-41 dhiclai Mit alt creed- 'entailed to the (Sty Jail by Wade day confirmed the statement that the
British naval pigeon service was to
Brown.
To overcome the well-grounded and reasonable objections of ass making power, and the sole function
is plent) of water in the city be allowed to fall into . disuse.
more intelligent to the use of secret, medicinal compounds. Dr. R. V. of its lesson course Is to select topic. jailThen
-Not
of 117" he remarked.
although for booze it is as dry as
Scripture and golden text,
so many years ago people were filled
I Pierce. of Buffalo, N. Y., some time ago, decided to make a bold de- interpretation of the Scriptureleasing
to the Mayfield, but the negro prisoners and
hoboes do not take to the water like with wonderment that a horning piaparture from the usual course pursued by the makers of put-up medi- denominations.
eon con:d fl' with messages at the
"Sixth—k disclaims all legislative duck, for it Is a shower bath. City
cines for domestic use, and so published broodcaet and openly to the functions. save within Its own sphere Jailer Wade Brown limn had a bath rate of slaty milast act hour and reach
n. MD I.4 161.1
tub out Ira. but a prisoner volunteerwhole world, a full and complete list of the ingredients entering into and for its own proper ends.
itC:41.1s rinf`SIAlg" Can be sent at the
"Seventh—The work it seeks to do ed to put In a shower bath and hi. did
the corn posit/Ott of his widely celebrated !medicines. Thus he has I, confined
The water rate of hundrt ds of miles in a few
to the comma. ground the job In union style
comes
down
tike
a
shower
and therm seconds.
taken the many Were of his medicines into his full confidence. Thus occupied by all the various denomin"It was a a .0. .tep t,, estsblieh.
ations co-operating with it. a ground was a scramble ammo; the wh:te
too he has absolutely and completely removed his medicines from
which these bodies have found can Kira:lora as to who would be the a. the admire:1y did. a carrier piga mong secret nostrums of doubtful merits, and made them axiom= beat be occupied through this common first to christin it,. but the hoboes eon serial-e in connection with the
organization The common grounds lingered back. Jailer Drown is now navy. *hay are eatiaIly w•se to abanop KNOWN comPosrrrou.
and intereets are chiefly as follows: puzzling how to lead the unwilling don the stations now that te:egra"(s) Frillorm *mom, graded or ones under the shower no that the phic facilties haie been breisight
Dr Pierce's medicine% are now In a dame all by themselves-.
good may be divided, and hi. has of- stieh a MINA
THE HOUSE OF QUA U TY
of perfection.
otherwise.
"Nowadals a battleship can east')
'being absolutely and In every sense Non-secret.
- •• bi Propagatioo of the hest fercd a reward among the prisoners
412o 4 le IMIOAOWAY
PHONES 17i
methods and ideas in Sunday school For the one suggesting the beet rem- tort, in wireless oinopiocatioa with
blame- Head. near Plymouth. %ler ,
By this bold step Dr. Pierce has shown that his formulas are of such pedagogy.
The water pipes bete been extend- toiaging to tlibraltar. or even to por-aci Promotion of all proper ways
excellence that he is not afraid to subject them to the fullest scrutiny.
ed into the cells so that the 'prisoner, tions of the Mediterranean.
Most
of teacher training.
/tot only does the wrapper of every imitators and those who may be piratimaid as soon as out of sight' as Lied
"(di Promition of Sunday school may have frcsh water at all times. of the fleet have the necessary instalbottle of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical cally inclined.
7I"Whun Greek meets Grerk, then Brooke wrote It
life and progress through inspiration- Before the water was handed In once ;Atoms aboard
Discovery, the famous medicine for
Dr. John Fyfe, of Saugatuck, Conn.,
or twice • day in a bucket, but now - "re- naval pigeon service had its comes the tug of war.'" said a Ming
-F:rpt .n war. hr. I .I. pro.
weak stomach, torpid liver or bilious- Editor of the Department of Therapeu- al conventions and associations for
draw Jacks, biota often not finding man
; first in the marts of his • •iontriniett:
ness and all catarrhal diseases wherever tics in THE Ecsacric RillEW says of the use and benefit of all denomin- the unfortunates may sober up on
way
their
hime
or
losing
water
fresh.
their
reck"You are wrong in that tided* I should ruin. 'Firs: In war
located, have printed upon it, isspiain Unicorn root (Begonias Dioieel one of ations.
fiat sii
oning or on account Of Stillt,'•. Only lion."
i Engltalt, a full said complete Bet of all the chief ingredients of Dr. Pierce's Fa- • ••Eighth—The association recoghis companion
objected. i Peace. and first In the heart, 4.1 n.•
In minor ways has theiraissefulness to "That
the ingredients composing it, but a vorite Prescription: "A remedy which nizes that in many of
is One of the numbur of fs-. fellow titizens •
the above lines
o n
This fa,))),)
Ismail book has been compiled from invariably acts as a uterine invigorator
A MINT.
the sail been demonstrated.
With- thous sayings that are misquoted &- lance is from n re•iiiation :aid
In+ ."
numerous standard medical works, of and always favors a condition which of activity the various denominations
out wireless tclegrapto. nowever. ways.
It 1st fruuui Nathann•I Lee.,the how.. of licpresentati•Es in 1 ;Of
all the different schools of practice, makes for normal activity of the entire prosecute plans and methods of their
Itoy L. (Utley & (V.
Mgt(' is no question that in time of and its right reading
containing very numerous extracts from reproductive system cannot tail to be own. In all such cases the assois, 'When by General Richard Lee
war
thci
would
have
been a real Greeks join Greeks. then was the
the wriunp of leading _practitioners of great usefulness'
and of the utmost ciation seeks not to hindrr or to irisopen
their
rut
great
he:p.
pri•-e
•
of medicine, endorsing In Dee strongest importance to the general practitioner pass, but to help
tug of war.'
In snort, it offers
possible terms, each and every ingredi- of medicine."
Among the pigeon fanciers there
**Another misquotat.on Is. "it's ,an
itself as the willing servant of all for
ent contained in Dr. Pierce's mediHeloniss more fully answers the
eas some constersation. especially III wind that Wows nobody asy
Sala. Tomorrow.
good
cines. One of these little book' will be above purposes those vow other drug Jesus' sake. It seeks to be a dens-en the part of those who belong to This
is from Thomas nutter. a
mailed free to any one sending address tooth which 1 am acquainted. In the lug-house of the bent methods and
what
is
known
as
the
volunteer
car- teenth century worthy. and It should
E 'Ty MAW,, and child's suit
MEM
on postal card or by letter, to Dr. R.V. treatment of dimmed; peculiar to women best pleas in the Sunday school world
howeter to be interfered with. Breed run. 'It's an ill wind that turns none
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., and requesting It is seldom that a case is seen which Above al it seeks to be the means
user.
to be interfered with.
the same. From this booklet it will be does not present some indication- for of exteneVng
Breed- to good.'
iii Hats," Neckwear. )hirts.
word of God. througb
leek Illollos, Si* VIM Ia/Pa
/learned that Dr. Pierce's medicines con- this remedial agent."
ers will no doubt avail themselves
—Out of sight tout of mind.' 1s t 11.4
the
whole
schools
Sunday
to
the
-tain no alcohol, narcotics, mineral
14111~7 West •apsdkial4.
"'The following are among the leadof the opportunity to buy the pigeons from I.ord Ttr,w.ke. but It
was 'Omit of I
Pants nail 1 laterwear
agents or other poisonous or injurious ing indications for Heloniati: Pain or world."
which bare been trained at the ad•
agents and that they are made from aching in the back, with lencordies;
What Made Conventkie Great.
miralty lofts —London Graphic,
native, medicinal roots of great value; atonic (weak) conditions of the reproThe elements that made the twelfth
also that some of the most valuable in- ductive organs of women, mental de- International
Sunday school convert
gredients contained in Dr. Pierce's Fa- pression and irritability, associated with
A Play en Weeds.
vorite Prescription for weak, nervous, chronic diseases of the reproductive lion go down to history as the great•
ever-worked,*ran-down," nervosa and organs of women, confidant seasolios of est ever held were, the adoption of
debilitated women, were employed, long beat in the region of the kidneys: the system of uniform graded lessons.
years ago by the Indians for similar menorrhagia, ("flooding") dus to a affecting probably .244 J10,00441 souls;
ailments affecting their squaws. In weakened condition of the reproductive valuable and enthuelactic
temperance
fact, one of the most valuable medic' system; amenorrbea, arising from on
41nal plant. entering into the compon- acoompanring aim abnormal emulate discussions throughout the various
tion of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip- of the digestive organs and an anemic session. the raising of 50 per cent.
This doleful exclamation so- often
tion was known to the Indians as (thin blood) habit; dragging sensation. more in funds and pledgee than at uttered
by forgetful tax payers after
Squaw-Weed." Our knowledge of the in the extrerqe lower part of the ab- any preceding convention. patient
July lst, when they are caught, for
We wi!I begin our de:ranee sale Saint
uses of not a few al our most valuable domen."
Christian work on the part of the
native, medicinal plants was gained
If more or lees of the above symptoms local entertainment and arrangements the penalty—Then comes the sad
day, June 20th, and will continue samc
thought—"Too late."
from the Indians.
are present, no invalid woman can do
As made up by improved and exact better than take Dr. Pierce's Favorite committee and alining delegates, and
This notice ts Intended aa a frienduntil all trimmed and untrimmed hats are
, and with the use of specially Prescription, which is rich in all the patient Christian endurance of un- ly reminder to all City Tax payers
SZn
closed
i.
se
dil chemical apparatus, the "Fa- medical properties of Unicorn root, on precedented beat on the part of all.
out, at just one-half the regular
against this additional cost.
vorite Prescription" is a most efficient Helonias.
Ten
per
cent
price;
must
added
to
all
be
also
have a few imported patterns
remedy for regulating all the womanly
"They say you're making plenty of June tax bills
KEN AND WOMEN
after July 1st. Therefunctions, correcting displacemente as
at
greatly
reduced
prices. A few dozen
mosey
stock
the
market."
in
fore. would respectfully ask all who
prolapsus, ai.reversion and retmversion, should have a good inedieal book
Naller—Here'm sit old pair of tron
"Yes; I never lose anything.overcoming painful periods, toning up handy. They should have a book that
can to call at the city treasurer's ofhanesome
roses,
all
in good shades, worth
the nerves and bringing about a per- treats of the mezological relations of the
"Ab! You get straight tips. eh?"
flee as soon as possible 4)11 there Is NOM that I'd like yolli to ['neat.
fees date of health.
$1
25
and
Tailor
here's
-And
$1.75
per
sexes as weir as how and when in ad/III
bunch, to close out
Old
"No I sell then "
bill for
always an uncertainty about dependThe scoot proportion of the several in- vise son and daughter. A standard Press
:roil that I'd like to reepipt al the came
ing on the last day.
at
50c
and
75c.
gredients used in them medicines, es work Is the People's Common Sense
time.
By complying with request, you
well as the working formula and pecul- Medical Adviser, by R.V. Pierce, M. D.
Conaic•sruen
will provide will protect lour own. Interests and
iar processes, apparatus and appliances Send 111 one-cent stamps for the latest
Farmer—I s'pone you're
lookin'
employed • in their manufacture, are thoroughly revised. cloth-bound book, farmers with seeds that ean he dr- also confer a teem on
out purty sharp for work?
withheld hot.. publicity that Dr. Pierce's or 21 stamps for the paper-covered proded upon to rase mortgages need
Your( very truly.
Weary
Walker--Weel, I
ain't
proprietary rights may not be infringed volume. Address Dr. E. V. Pins% not worry about the decay of their
With L. B. Ogilvie fa Co.
Mita ao chases of tannin upon it
JOU* J. 'somas.
.. upon by unprincipled Buffalo, N. Y.
and Deep
podtical fences.
City Treasurer. unaWares.-111ustrated Bits,
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o Carson Chalmers, in his apartment near the square, Phillips
brought the evening mail. Besides the routine correspondBoth Phones 192.
ence, there were two items hearing
the satne-foreigu post Mark.
One of the incoming parcels contained a photograph of a woman. The other coutained an interminable letter.
tow which Chattily.* hung. distorted.
for a long Mile. The letter was from
soother women, and it contained Poisoned byte sweetly dipped in honey
and feathered with innuendoes concernhig the photographed& 011114 11
Chalmers tore thlit. geit.df into a thousand bits and began to wear Inn his
expensive rug by striding back and
forth upon it. Thus an animal from
the Jungle acts when it is caged. and
this it caged man acts when he Is
housed in a jungle of doubt.
By and by the restless mood was
oven-mile. The rug was not ill enAND
chanted one. For sixteen feet be could
ESTABLISHED 1874.
travel along it. Three thousand Miles
was beyond Its power to aid.
Phillip% appeared. Ile never entered.
PADUCAH, k ENTUCK
He invariably appeared, like a well
UNITED STATES DEEISSITORY.
oiled genie.
$400,000 09
Capital, Sandia and Undivided Profits
"Will you dine here, sir, or out?' be
3900,000 00
Shareholders Itemponellglity
asked.
600.000 00
Total Responsibility to Depopeitnet
"Here," said Chalmers, "and in half
S. IL HI GHES. President. JOS. J. FRIEDM% N. Vice Pnisident.
an hour." lie listened glumly Is the
40• C. UrrERRACK. Cashier. C. K KWH titISSON, A.thishier.
January Mama making an aeolian
INTEREST PAID 011 114E DEPOSITS.
Armlet...nue Of the empty street.
DIitioin'oItlii.
,..;*Wsit," he said to the disappearing
1 geule. "As 1 canoe home awrons the
.A. R. ANMPACHER, S. It HUGIILM, S. A. IPOWL1hAlt. J. L. P141111111c-'
end of ftw square I RIR tuany Men
MAN. J. C. UTTEHHICK, Dit J. G. ItHOOklel, BRACK OWEN.
standing there In rows. There was
one II10111114.41 111.in something, talking.
Why do these men stand in rows, and
why are they Hitler
"They tire h
Be Progressive and up to date, and hoard your horse at a Barn
leas men. sir." saki
Phillips. "The luau standing int the box
that, keeps abreast of .he times.
tries to get lodging for them for the
, with the old fashioned curry
The (lays for Meaning a hone.
night. People 'lune strotind to listen
00mh and brush have past.
atul give him money. Then he sends
it does the work better and
We use a tiroOming
as many as the ni:aley will pay for to
itninker and your horse will appreciate,the change and show it by
*tome lodging house. That is why they
doing bet er work tor yOu
Maud in rows. They get sent to bed in
order as they come."
. "By the tittle dinner is served," said
('baiter., "have tow of thiise men
4 I orterporeled.I
here, lie will dine with me.fourth and Kentucky Avenue.
' "W-w-which"- began Phillips, Maui'tiering for the first time during h:s
tservk-e.
"Choose one at random." said l'halmere. "You might see that he is reasonably sober, and a certain amount of
cleanliness will not be helot against
bhp. That is all_"
it Wits an unusual thing for Carson
IT DRAWS to itaelf the
Chalmers to play the caliph, but on
small change which you forthat night be felt the inefficacy of conventional antidotes to melancholy.
merly scattered
It starta a
Somet bins wanton nut': egregious,
gresing bank account and
something high flavored and Arabian,
creates a fund which will tihe must have to lighten his mood.
ually make you independent.
On the half hour Phillips had finished
Mahe that Fleet Deposit
his duties as slave of the lamp. The
today. We pay four per
waiters fruit the restaurant below hail
cent. interest.
whisked aloft the deleetable dinner.
The dialog table, laid for two, glowed
cheerily III It,. glow of the pink shaded
candles.
And now Phillips, as though be ushered • cardival-or held in charge a
bottler- wafted in the shivering guest
who hail teen haled from the line of
mendicant lodgers.
It is a cowmen thing to call such
-taiee-e-reelial-f-the-eviniplivisee
used here it is the speeific one of a
'derelict come to grief through lire.
Even yet Nome Illekering combustion
illuminated the drifting. . ilk. His face
and bands had been re.' 1 :y washed, a
rite insisted upon by Phi.,lie; as a memorial to the slaughtered ,untcut Ions.
In the candlelight lw stood, a flaw In
the decorous fittings of the apartment.
411111011111111111111111111111121111•211111isesoaaw
His face was • sickly white, covered
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•
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Jack Beam
The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for wars in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect aging. Bottled in bond spring
1900. Sold everywhere.
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"Choose one at random,"said Chalmers,
almost to the eyes with a stubble the
shade of a red Irish setter's coat. Phillips' comb had Paths, to control the
pale brown hair, long matted and conformed to the contotir of a constantly
aeon hat. Ills eyes were full of a
hopeless, tricky defiance like that seen
Iii a cur's that Is cornered by his tormentors. Ills chatty cost was buttoned high, but a quarter Inch -of redeeming collar showed abote it. Ills
winner NS singularly free from embamiasment when Chahners rose from
his chair across thg round dining table.
"If you will °Knee me." said the
hone "I will be glad to have your cornpatty at dinner."
"My name is Plumer," said the highway guest in harsh and aggressive
tones. "If you're like me you like to
know the name of the party you're
lining with."
"I was going on to say." continued
Chalmers somewhat hastily, "that
mine is Chalmers. Will you silt opposite?"
Plumer of the ruffled plumes bent
his knees for Phillipa to slide the chair
beneath him. lie bed an air of having sat at attend's' boards before.
Phillips let out the anehovies and
olives.
"Good!" barked Plower. "Going to
be in coursea. Is it? All right, my
jovial ruler of Seeded. I'm your
Sebeberesade all the way to the tooth.
picks. You're the first caliph with a
genuine oriental flavor I've 'struck
sim• front. What luck! And I was
forty-third in line. I finished con tiling
just as your welcome emissary arrived
to bid tap to the (PIIVI. I had about
as much chance of getting a bed to-

per artist
night as I have of being qt.. ocet pre% up I work•s1 HS a Ibeis
' for awhile and then for a lithographer,
ii„. AA(
Mem. How- el1111, you
!t„40,1,1
‘11-,
it hut my work with them girt we into
*tor)* of my Ore.
chapter with each course iit die b• bole the same trouble. If I drew from a
edition with the cigar• and 4-offi-.."!"
photograph my drawing showed up
"The situation does not seein a uovel I•harevteristles and espreseleins that
one to you," said chalmers, with a you youldn't timid in the photo, but I
gums they sere in the original, all
*tulle
"By Inc inn a Makers of the right. The customer' raised lively
prophet -me: anavvered the guest. rows, especially the women, and I
"New York's as foil of cheap Ilaroun never -could hold a job long. go I be▪ Raachids as Bagdad is of fleas. I've gan to rest my wiry head U104411 the
been held up for my story nit h 3 load- breast of Old Booze for comfort. And
ed meal pointed at my head twenty pretty soon I was in the free bed littp
times. Catch anybody in New York and doing oral fiction for hand-out's
giving you something for nothing! among the food bazaars. Does the
They spell curioeity and charity with truthful statement weary this'. 4)
the name set of building blocks. Lots caliph? I '-an turn on the Wall street
of 'ern will stake you to a dime and disaster stop if you prefer, but that
chop auey, and a few of 'Pm will play requires a tear, and I'm afraid I eau't
caliph to the tune of a top sirloin, hustle one up after that good dinner."
"No, no," said Chalmers- earnestly;
but every one of 'em will stami over
you till they screw your autobiogra- "yon interest me very much. Did all of
your Ibortraits reveal some unpleasant
trait, in were there some that lid not
suffer from the ordeal of your peculiar
'brush?"
"Some? Yes." said Plumer; "children
generally, a good many women and a
sufficient number of men. All people
aren't bad, you know. When they
were all right the pictures were all
right. As I said, I don't explain it, but
I'm telling you facts" On Chalmers writing table lay the
photograph that be had received that
day in the foreign mail. Ten minutes
later he had Plumer at work making a
sketch from it in pastels. At the end
of an hour the artist rose and stretched
wearily.
"It's done," he yawned. "You'll excuse me for being no lorig. I got interrated in the job. Lordy, but I'm tired!
Ni bed- last night, you know. Guess
it'll have to be good night now,0 coinmender of the faithful!"
Chalmers went as far as the door
with him and slipped Nome bills into
his hand.
"Oh, I'll take 'ern!" raid Plumer.
"All that', included in the fall.
"All right, my juristi ruler of Battelnd."
Thanks, anti for the very good ,dinphy 11111 of you, with footnotes, ap- ner. I shall sleep on feathers tonight
pendix and unpublished fraginerim and dream of Bagdad. I hope it won't
Oh, I know what to do when I see turn out to be a dream in the morning.
victuala coming toward we in little Farewell. most excellent caliph!"
old Bagdad-on-the-Subway. I strike , Again Chalmers paced restlessly dpon
the asphalt three times with my fore- his rug. But his beat lay as far from
head and get ready to ppiel yams for the table whereon lay the pastel sketch
my supper. I claim descent from the as the room would permit. Twice,
lute Tommy Tucker, who was forced thrice, be tried to approach it, but fail
to hand out vocal harmony fur his pre- ed. He could see the dun and gold
digested wheaterina and spooldu."
i and brown of the coMrs, but there was
"I do not ask your story." said Chal- a wall about it built by his fears that
mers. "I tell you frankly that it was kept him at a distance. He sat down
u pudden whim that prompted me to and tried to calm himself. He sprang
send for some stranger to dine with up and rang for Phillips.
we. I assure you you will not stiffer
"There is a young artist In this buildthrough any curiosity of mine."
ing," he said. "a Mr. Heineman. Ito
"Oh, fudge!" exclaimed the guest, en- you know whichia his apartment?"
thusiastivally tackling his soup. "I
"Top Boor, front, sir," said Phillips.
don't mind it a bit. CM a regular ori"Go up and ask him to favor me
magazine
with
a
red
cover
Ind
ental
with his presence here for a few mincaliph
walks
the
the leaves cut when
utes."
abroad. In fact, we fellows in the bed
Heineman came at once. Chalmers
line have a sort of union rate for things Introduced himself.
of this sort. Somebody's always stop"Mr. Heineman," said he. "there Is a
ping and wanting to know what little
pastel sketch on yonder table. I
brought us down so low in the world.
would be glad if you will give we your
For a smelt%
and a glass of beer I opinion of it
as to Its artistic merits
tell 'ern that drink did it. For corned awl
as a picture."
beef and cabbage and a cup of coffee I
The young artist advanced to the tagive 'cm the hard hearted landlordble and took up the sketch. Chalmers
six months- in - the' hospital - lost-Job
half turned away, leaning upon the
story. A sirloin steak and a quarter
back of a chair.
for a bed gets the Wall street tragedy
"How-do-you-find it?", he asked
of the swept away fortune and the
slowly.
graffind descent. This is the first
"As a drawing." said the artist, "I
spread of this kind I've stumbled
against. I haven't got a story to fit li. Can't praise it enough. It's the work
ofla master-hold and line and true. It
I'll tell you what, Mr. Chalmers. I'm
puzzle's me a little: I haven't Peep any
going to tell you the truth for this if
poste! Work. near as good ire yeasze-”'you
listen to it. It'll be harder for
"The faee, tuan'the subject-the
you to believe than the made up ones."
Au hour later the Arabian guest lay original-what would you say of that?"
"The face." said Heinew.m. "is the
back with a sigh of satisfaction while
Phillipa brought the coffee and cigars face of one of God's own angels. May
I ask who"-,
and cleared the table.
"My wife" shouted Chalmers, wheel"Did you ever hear of Sherrard Plumy?" he asked, a ith a strange smile. ing and pouncing upon the astonished
"I remember the name," said Chal- artist, gripping his hand and pounding
mers. "He was a painter, I think, of his back. "She is trail-cling in Europe.
a good deal of promineuce a few years Take that sketch. boy, and paint the
picture-of your life (rota It and leave
ago."
"Five years," said the guest. "Then the prier' to me"
I went down like s chunk of lead. I'm
Sherrard Plumer. I sold the last portrait I painted for $2.000. After that
I couldn't have fouud a sitter for a
gratis picture."
"What was the trouble?" Chalmers
could not resist asking.
"Funny thing," answered Plumer
Strength of Ghee.
grittily. "Never quite understood it
G:ass is a substance that we canmyself. For awhile I swam like a
cork. I broke into the swell crowd not figure the strength of as we can
and got commissions right and left. a great many other things with which
The newspapers called me a fashions- we are familiar.
It varies greatly
Me painter. Thy' the funny thing"; in itself.
The strongest It:ass. as 3
began to happen. Whenever I finished rule. breaks Into the greatest numa picture people would come to see It ber of fiagmetits.
Comparing the
and whisper and look queerly at one strength of thin glass with thick, the
another.
former is relatively the stronger;
-I soon found out what the trouble this is a thing very- Often lost sight
was. I had a knack of bringing out in of.
Then again as to the differthe face of a portrait the hidden char- ence between rough plats and polacter of the origival. I don't know how ished plates, RP find polished plate
I did It--1 painted what I spw-but I the stronger.
This is perhaps to
kno* it did rue. Soule of my sitters
be attributed to the fact that all
were fearfully enraged and refused
these very fine surface hair cracks
their picture*. I painted the portrait
are polished out.
These on:y go
of it very beautiful and popular society
Into the glass to a certain depth and
lame. When it was flpished her huswhen they are all or nearly all polband looked at it with a peculiar expretialon on his face, and the next week ished and ground off. there Is IP RS
chance for some of them te form the
he sued for divorce.
"4 remember one case of a prond- basis of a crack, and therby the glass
in _strength.
Tests
nent banker who sat to we, While I is increased
had his portrait on exhibition in my have been made and some formulae
As was to
studio an acquaintance of his eftene in have been arrived at.
to look at it. 'Riegle me.' says he. 'doe" he expected, they show very irregii
results as to the strength
of
he really look like that? I told hint it lar
was considered a faithful likeness. 'I glass,
Dever noticed that expression about his
eyes before,' said be. 'I think I'll drop
Tongue
down town •tit1 change my bank ac"Senstorr
Burrows evidently felt
down,
drop
but the Just a little excited over the mention
count.' He did
bank account was gone, and so was of the !president, for he had some
Mr. Ranker.
little difilculty in pronouncing the
"It wasn't long till they put me out
well known name. He was referring
of business. People don't want their to the convention of four years ago.
secret meanneeses shown tip In a pic- 'when.' he said. 'invoking a continuture. TIwy eon smile and twist
ance of public favor the party placed
own faces is nil deceive you, but the In nominatiott for the office of presipicture can't. I couldn't get an order dent of the -Vnited States TheobeIt—'
for another picture, and I bad to give 'The-a-rose—'
The senator stopped. mumbled for
a moment, and said:

The A.B.Cot the laundry Business
its alphabet, its elementary
principles—were long ago
learned by us and are applied:
Ability (-knOw-how" and
skill); best materials (NW,
water, starch, etc.); care
(the -conscious" of any sueeessful bus in ess
Hence it is that our work
pleases 99 out of 100 of our
patrons—the odd 1 should be,
and is, a negligible quantity.

I

I

Al] the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;sed in this
paper are on sale at'

PlcPherson's Droj Store
Iphortie and breeders,.

it the
and
::A
‘T
ita
hlf°
t1 ".-he- stopped
grow Ing wave of applause of those
who recognized for *hem the name
was Intended, he shoeted. 'Theoili.
Roosevelt.' "—Chicago Telegram.

STAR STEAM LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200

120 N. Fourth S,

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,

Automobile,

Office Phones °,11„:
35
35

Steam Buller,
Honda,
Plate Ulan,
Cargo,
ii ul I,
Ele vator.

Residence Phones ,?,1°,,,711;

Campbell Building,Paducah,Ky.

Good Workmanship
First-class Material
5.1)1JAIE DEALING
Hove built up the largest plumbing business in
tucky.

3Ij object is to make it lamer.

Western

Ken-

Estimates free.

ED D. HANNAN
Steam Fitter

Plumber

1.32 South Fourth St.

1-3tith Pl-mrtes 201

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It Is a great deal cheaper to place annual subscriptions to several magazines at the same tim e and order them all together from
us, than it is to buy the same in agazlnes singly or subscribe to thane
separately.
Combination cub offers are now made by which subscribers to several magazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
getting three or four magaz!nes for the price of one or two. Subscriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may begin with any month. Let us know what magazines you are takMg now or what magazines you want to take next year, and we will
owing saving to be effected.
4piote the oombittatios price,
SAMPLE

&AMAIN&

MeClores Magazine $1.60
or American
Reader Magazine.... 3.00
..1.50
Metropolitan
or World Today
or Woman's HoMe
Ootnps.nion
$6.00
All for $3.00„ Halt Price
Reader Magastn• ...$3.00
Review of Reviews ..3.00
or Outing
or AInstee's
or Smart Set
$6.00
Both for $3.00, Halt Price
Home Magazine
.61.00
McClure's
..1.50
or Cosmopolitan
or American
or Succeas
2 60
Both for 101.65

Cosmopolitan ... ..111.611

Homo Magasine
Swam
or American
89.110
All for We
Weekly Inter Ocean
and Farmer ....SIMI
McCall's Magazine .. II
(with pattern)
Home Magazine.... 1.04
82.50
All for $1.25. Half Price
Deeigner..
(with fashions)
Cosmopolitan
.
.. 1.90
Reader Magazine ..
3 00
- —
14.50
All for 4133.00

Complete Sebacription Catalogue, with beautiful liar. ison F'sher
cover, listing all magazines singl,v and in clubs at lowest rates", i•ot
you tree on receipt of postal card request

Central Magazine Agency • - Indianapolis, Indiana.
The Bobbe-tiirrill Company.

.00
W. F. Paxton,
President.

R. Rudy,
, Cashier.

P. Puryear,
Assistant (isobles.

cn 1ZENS' SAYINGS BANK
4 I bworporated.)
Third cunt] Eiroaciwny.

City Depository
cmptisd ......
••• •I• ••'• •• ••
Sorplaul
Stockholders liability

State Depository
......

• • • • $100,000

50.4000
100,0410

Total security to depositors
Aecounts of !individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as even as large depositor% and sciond to all the same courteous
treat n writ,44

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
01. s SAT4"Ftl)SY
IN11111111110
,

NIGIFIDO

T TO a trOLOCII

-allnewlea$111111111111110
101111$111,1m."'
1 .

We have the Ileaut stock of b'
Sweet.
fix-tugs its puseible to
to
pure soaps. weft little brushes
ts firm and pink
make the tendet
soothing powderasiedeattea 141r its
We'
lit iv
stei inert ,
stilt s
big arid spong, fie his bath.
Ple.lit{.'
Good things tot marnmaa: baby Good
prices for muntuieta: puree.
Tily-phone us. No. 756. S. H. Winstead, Drugghti, Seseeth and liroadw•y.

"Why. what do you
so wan' '
mean?" asked the •mased husband.
the wife, and there is was "as large
as life." Just as the telegrapheett
"Have got
nelseake had made it:
tea ttekett
Record
.."--PhIladviphla
.

Words Spoken by Canine
Inlet a• Ties... of HUiliall
Voter.

There are those who have happy
• I
LOUISIANA
veins of ol.!ging:it and can contrve
for'
entertainments
---novel Wins ot
tisti-litookmakers• 1.44u
their friends. but Mr and Mrs. Vim .
Raw to That of Ne!‘;
5, Goetz. of Indiatiatoolis. have abour,
Pledge Lett1-4..ittee tee ite-Eiect
1 eerk.
tile most nor. itt reported. Mr. and,
4.4414 anti !Qat.- to ..uppeert
,
Mls. Goetz ask their dog Star. it '
.4 Taft.
This ,
Raton Rouge. La . June 24
splendid English hull, to take part
1110."211" for the gamblers in Louisiin the small talk and the dog enters
will
ana. The Locke bill, which
Into the spirit with right good will.
break up the bookmakers:. dominaWaterloo. Iowa, June 2.5.—The He chatters away in a manner arnaztion of riming in the State. passed
o`Progressives" were in control of Ina, and is jestingly referred to alt
the Senate.
yesterday's Republican state conven- "the gabby dog n Boswell street."
Yes. he talks right out
The brl had already passed the
Star ta:Cs
off
lion, but the meeting passed
lower branch and will go at once to
without any important claah of fac. in meetinein a voice that is clear
True, his vothe Governor, who has expressed a'
atei understandable.
lion,.
dtatre to sign it
The convention adopted a state cabulary is !imittd. but what he has
Brake,
givi
you
"bay,
point. He
Don't
Th4, passage of the Locke bill ends'
platform giving enthusiastic endorse- to say is thwoughly to the
to lw tell me &it!"
a bitted% fought contest over the
ment to Goveinor Cummins and hiS knows one word and is getting
The one
"Well, say, pares I'm workin*.a fierm•r 'bout ten mile. down d• road. I question of open gambling In the
progressae legislation upon the rail- pretty good on the second.
The .'her word hired out to hon an' he giv' in. ditse togs an' told m• to go up pasture an' Slate and lei a signal victory for the
road and corporation questions and word is i•maninia.•*
Frett soon he is going
till II lassisek, den
d• *owe •n' corn, back te de 'better element. One of the prime
also gave warm endorsement to the is "no."
"ves."
tackle
to
WO elt for dis scythe an' pail?"
!moven: against ganitaing was archconin
delegation
Iowa
setvices of
Whea Mi.. Goetz -boasts of owning
hishop Ilienk. who inateriala aided
gress, and especially to Senator Wm.
to his friends who do
bookin the ctitsade against the
R. Allison. and a pledge for his re- a taking dog
the
on
re-'curing
the
train.
titer
Uttriret rubies. t
Then it
not know Star onlv laugh.
makers.
election by the next legislature.
:tickets he forgot all about informing
his
hurries
to
thew
a
Mr.
simpie
Goetz
Through
that
is
a
mistake
••The Progressives" secured conIt Is claimed by Pre-A-deal Mettalip,
Star, the hus:ness loan of th.s c.ty was fOree!t his wife, and when he arrived in
trol of the new state campaign tom- house in BOSNefl street.
the Netv Orleans Jockey C.uh.
of
rentembered
sittideniy
New
he
York
is then brought to speed a
tnittee. controlling it by a majortiy of big white bill:dog,
good wad of his tightly and sent this telegrant: "Have got- that races will lw given as usual la
The convention gave loud ap- forth to back up the masters' asser- heal rash the other night.
one
He was ten tickets,
Meet me at the Broad - New Orleans next winter without an
a talkative
There is
plause to the mention of the name of tion that she is really
scheduied to take his wife to the the- street station "
he came open bookmakers' ring
When
litread!,
a
alwa..t.
for
is
Star
dog.
Senator WM. R. Allison and J. P.
atre.
Business took him to New back to town he was Met by his wife some question here as to the 1.1teee••
conversation.
t:e
Tolliver and gave demonstration of
of such a venture
-Whom do you iove''" Mrs. Goetz York in the daytime. so he Told his sand eight other relatives and -friends.
some minutes when Governor Cumwife,
as
he
was
leaviug
the
"We're
house.
theater.
all
the
for
ready
mins responded to call for a speech. will ask the dog.
that he would to to get tickets and :el here.. Wit'iing for you," cried the
Bananas art- beneficial to sufferers
-Mamma." rings out as clear att
Te platform in addition to comwu,ujd let her knou before getting wife; 'leg so good of you to invite front chest romplaints.
same
the
spoke
voice
human
ever
cent
mending legislation for two
hard-to fares abolition of railway paste's. ore- word. It is not a gutterai.
hibiting corporation contlibuting to understand oaterance. but a sharp.
accented "mamma." How
campaign funds and compelling pub- properly
the dog to say "mamma"
taught
he
expenditarea
campaign
licity for
He did
pledges loyal support to Taft and Mr. Goetz can not explain.
He said "man.it in a p,a)ful way.
Sherman.
him, at
The. convention adopted a resolu- ma" and the dog imitated
now
tion of respect to tae menitso of first imperfectly. but the dog
Mr.
has the word perfected. and
-land.
Grover C1. vi
Goetz is teaching her to say "yes"
and '•no."
Talking is not this wonderful dog's
She waltzes.
onlv point of value.
cakewalks. climbs ladders, carries
newsnapere back and forth through
the house when commanded to do
so. and always knows here they beShe has a beautiful collar
:mtg.
that is kept in one of the drawers,of
the - buffet.
Star Is jwt proud
e nough to refuse to go oat on the
When
treet without the coilar.
Mr. Goetz is going walking he asks
Star if she desires to accompany him.
"Would you like to go with me'!"
Mr. Goetz will say.
There is a bark that mean. yes.
soon.
Star wil: say iies" pteot
The dog then hustles to, the buffet
and sticks its nose up to the drawer
that tontains ti.e collar and will remain ihere tint ii iti'is brought out
and ciatsped around, r neck.
Star is valuable a tund the house.
She mitts up and downstairs on errands with a hearty good Will. CarPlaywright—There is a great climax rying slippers back and forth is her
She can distinguish
In the last act. Just as two burglars best errand.
climb iti the kitchen whitlow the clock the difference between Mr. and Mrs.
Goetz's slippers, and also where they
strikes tew; then-Manager Conn — Be more explicit. belong.
The smart Star has reason to be
Which one does the clock strike?
She is a daughter of Tom.
smart.
die wonderful ball-playing dog at the
Indianapolis fire heaciqoarters. Near1i
—
Tie'
that tan be seen playing ball in front
of fire headquarters almost any sumTerm keeps every visitor
mer day.
game
During the month of March' the to the engine house busy at the
excess of expenditues over receipts Star is 2% years old and has a fine
Mr. Goetz has been . of. at the United States treasury was physique.
There had been an Ifered $2151 for the dog and only
V4,61.5.036.
average monthly. deficit :since Octo-ilaughed at the offer—Indianapolis
td
her of about $8,000.(snoi, and for the Coe Boston Herald..
—
the
This
July
with
cool
and
beginning
comfortfiscal year
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
unfavorable balance amounted to
able
irone
bed
for $15.
a:15.7(170ton.
Tar and Conchalagna
$1 Down, 50c a Week.
April the receipts were
!biting
For the complete cure of Coughs.
expenditures Colds, Asthma and Bronchitis and all
S43.919.321 and the
$59.4004.7S14. which left a deficit for Lung complaints tending to Consumpthe month of nearly $16,0011,000. tion, Liverwort, Tar and Wild ChgerY4
For the ten months of the fiscal year have for ages maintained an estabthe deficits- came to $51.644,615. ished reputation as a Otandard Cough
and this is contrasted with a surplus Remedy. It contains no opium or
sents
last year of $56.475.751.
harnifnl drug; can be given with
It is not desirable to pile up a safety to ehildrei. Price $1.00. Sold
great surplus, and the situation is hr druggists. Williams' liTg. Co.,
-in no respect alarming, since the Props..
Cleveland, 0.
government is abundantly able to
meet its obliagtione.. but it is cerWhere Ghia Matry Most.
While
tainly a time for prudence.
"I have noticed that girls from
a big balance of trade is recorded in
our favor, customs receipts are fal- certain counters in department stores
-I
clergyman.
ling off rapidly owing to a dimini.hed marry off." said a•
they will give
demand for foreign goods, which is a refer to the counters that Men patron
pipe
natural result of last fall's check on ,ize—the pyjama counter, the
Internal revenue ,counter, the haberdashery .Minter
busintss activity.
Were I a girl about to
reeeipts have declined also, but the and so on.
store,
expenditures of the government have take a place in a department...
many millions. I should chocse, even az a ! sae,:
been increased Its
Furthtimore. some heavy it-teases salai%... the pipe rather than thu rile
A Combination Book
line.
bon
appropriathe
in
foteshadowed
are
Case and Writing Desk
The ,pension bill which; "Nurses, too. are a great class for:
lion bills.
make'
Ard he
passed the senate recently -was the getting married
complete for $18.
They become the
heaviest in the history of the countrclgood milfriages.
$1
Down,
50. a Wzek.
plivsi-i
voung
of
wives
promising
The nava: appropriation bill. even
without the four battle ships, as that 'clans. It's different abroad. Aaroad i
youf
measitte was adopted by the senate a nurse is treated almost as a ser-,
A physician would re,mrd •
'vent.
gave another high mark.
No one disputes the fact that the OVPr there a marriage with a nurse
rountty ts rich enough to make much as a misalliance.
larger appropriations than It has event "Goverfiesaes. If the family trace's!
known. hut the government. like a a good deal. marry the mates and
NVith stationnia!
bitaint••s house, must ea:telltale with stewards of ships.
some degree-of tare on income andi families their matrimonial chance,.
Unless there is a marked are leas good, though now and then'
outgo.
change in trade conditions, it wills really pretty governess hooks in
either lia‘e to economize or readjust some friend of wife or husband.
taxation so as to'increase its re- millionaire broker or publisher
cripts
Chicago Record-Herald.
DeWitra Kidney and Bladder Pills
DeWItt's Witch Hazel Salve. It is are prompt and thorough and will in
especia.ty goon tor piles. Be sure a very short time strengthen the
gee DeWitt's.
Sold by all drug- weakened kidneys.
by
Sold
druggists.
gists.
LICAN ll'ONVENTION.

I

S. H. WINSTEAD, Druggist
Sev•nth and hroaderay.,
Pnot%es 75to

FOURTH of JULY
Boom! Boom!
Flags for all kinds, Postal Cards of the day,
Crepe Tissue paper in national colors.

WILSON'S
Telephone 313

Summer-Time

Furniture Values
TIM E---withits warm days an'd even warmer bights-SLIMMER
whtn home corAforts and home interior necessities are so essential to the pleasures of mankind, is naturally a time when
mankind and womankind as well turn to thoughts of home beautifying In order make home inviting it is necessary to make
home comfortable and there is no better way to bring about this
desirable condition than to supply the home with the necessary
furniture, selected along lines of conservatism and good judgment.
We have selected .for the summer time just the sort of furniture
necessities so badly needed and so often desired--the kind that prethe best appearance and also carries with it the grandest degree of comfort. There is another point, too, we have looked after,
and that is the price. Since inaugurating our great renovation sale
hundreds of satisfied customers have taken advantage of the liberal
values we 'have given them in all lines of furniture. There are
hundreds of others we want to Sitisfy and are willing to do so if
us the opportunity.
Our stock, as it now stands awaiting your inspection, comprises every known want in the furniture field— inviting porch
swings, lawl chairs, interior furniture for the House Beautiful
--the kind that makes the long summer days more comfortable,
causing you to forget the disagreeableness of the weather. Refrigerator.)---that great summer necessity---we have the best to he
reach.
had at a price that is in
If you are thinking of buying new furniture of any kind
don't make your purchases before you have seen us. If you do
you will regret it. Come in any day this week and let us show
you over our line---it is the same you pay one-fourth more for at
other places.
We have established a record for reasonable prices in furniture
selling and mean to maintain it.

This handsome China
Cabinet at the remarka. ably low price of $25.
$1 Dawn, 50c a Week.

:This? (beautiful Dining,
Table for $15:10w.'•
— $1-Dotlin,(.! 50c a We-erg

to

"Ost 'nd." renienstrated his mother. "how often have I told you not
to stare at people with your mouth
open? They don't like it. my sod."
"But that gentleman don't mind.
ith." hastened Thum). "he Is a dentso4,..—caleago Newf.
Celery fg a Terve tonic; onions are
or the nerves.
a
`

01$01

You can't alwars Judge 'the ,avettnetts of a woman's nature hi the
Axe or hi mite -DeWitt's Little Early Risers, the famous liver pills, are sold by all druggists.

Princess Dressers for
$15 and 5,18.
$1 Down, 50c a wcek.

Refrigerators ---"a summer necei,ity—for the
very low price of $15.
$1 Down, 50.; a Week.

-
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PAIR

THE PADUCAII EN ENING RUN.
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FIRE FIGHTING, POLICE AND PRISONS

EDGAR 19; WHITTE101111 LARK'S
REAL ESTATE
AGENCY

KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Disesaes.

IN !JAPAN
AmyIllep Oie Saw
I.
-Sailing Resod die World

SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE

0,

I.

•

-

I.

Two doses give relief, and one boa
n,11 cure at y ordinary case of Kidney or Wadder trouble. RetliOyfll
Seminal
Gravel,
cures Diabetes,
FREE
Emissions, Weak and Larne Back.
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
Co/L. Seal or Tolapdoo• for st
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per boa on the no cure no pay basis
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourth
FRATERNITY BLDG
Pb.... 535.
and Broadway, sole agent for PaduPADUCAH. KY.
cah, or sent by mall upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., LouisPADUCAH
AND ville, Ky.
EVANSVILLE.
s
---CAIRO LINE.
NICST Pal' fr33,00o
(Incorporated.)

REAL ESTATE PRICE

usr.

Pr
MARSHALL P. WILDER

opyright, by Joseph B

owlea.)

One evening while going through a
street in a Japanese town, Yokohama,
I heard a clanking sound at regular intervals. and tumid it was made by a
man who as he walked along was
striking a sort of sword on the ground.
At the concussion two piates of
bronze or brass were driven together.
Making a metallic clang: I was told
that he was a watchman, paid by contributions of a few sen a month from
the households along the way, As he
E VANSVII•LE-PADIVAH PACKET. To Stalc of Kentucky 4 Ni Acts.unt goes about, clanging his sword, it is a
of (h recharging.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
comfortable assurance to these peoSteamers Joe FowIer and John S.
ple that all is well.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for EvansLouisville. June 24. --The appellate
This watchman Is for fire chiefly,
ville and way landings at 11 I. m.
eourt hold* that Henry Bacon. Of as the houses of the Japanese town
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER lamlavEle. must pay to the state $23, are mostly all of wood, and a fire
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way 111/0. with Interest for about seven once started means widespread delandings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ex- years. on account of an overcharge struction before it can be got under
cept Sunday. Scecial excursion rates on printing teachers certifleates, etc. control.
On a little cart are also carried
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo The charges were that Bacon perpetwo folding screens of asbestos, about
and return, with or without meals trated a fraud.
eve feet high, with which the men proand room. Good music and table untect themselves when facing the fire.
surpassed.
When you need something to take To anyone familiar with the American
For further inkirMation apply to take it promptly for the stomach, but
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, take something you know is reliable fire departments the whole outfit
It toy.
or Given Fowler, City Pass. -Agent. at - -something like Kodol. For Dys- seems• like•
•
•
•
row ler-Ciumbaugh & Cork's Ofilce. pepsia and Indigestion.
Kodol is
The police departmeet will much
First and Broadway.
pleasant to take; it is reliable and is better bear comparison with those of
guaranteed to give relief. It is sold other countries than the fire depart.
by all druggists.
meat.
I was told that about 125 police beSpitiach has peat apereut quali- long to each station house. Theer
ties and is better than ntedieine for names are written on little blocks of
wood, in red on one side, and black on
sufferurs from enstipation.
the other. The men are on duty in
A• Illsibar. Prep. •
the station house for two hours, and
outside for two hours, and the little
bloeks are turned as they come in or
Its 151. Georgia Aware Capacity 250.
Sewell mid bast betel te the teki
go out, the red or black showing the
Atlantic City, N. J.
large sampl Noted for its excellent table, ticitipu- superintendent at a glance just where
00.811
ewes. Rath rooms, Iglortric Lights loos cleanliness, pleasant rooms ahd the men are.
We were shown the cells, which
oebr etatnally Mcseed Reset b pervading air of home-like comfort. were
about ten feet square, fairly
Dance room. The house Is electric
env.
lighted throughout. Kates 41 daily: light, very airy, and Immaculately
fel weekly and up until July it.
00110111110L&L PATIMAILMMI
clean. There were but five prisoners
at the station house, all detained for
J. 0 F. L. NIXON.
LICTTIMI,
petty offenses-rickshaw men overcharging, and similar arraignments.
AMERICAN
96ROPE AN
Their names were on little wooden
el'. Lot Is At TENNI:MEE RIVER PLAN
PLAN
tags hung outside the door. These
were turned Inside, however, and upon
PACKET COMPANY.
no consideration to be looked at ex(Inctirporated.)
cept by the proper authority. The
lolL Tile: TENNIS:so:EP RI V Eli.
side that is dear Nes Only the date of
aTIK.UNER ('I% DI;.
Mean-oration: and length of sentence
printed on It.
liner
Tenors...N.
Pelletal.
fur
Assets
le
The guard opened a couple of occup.
m.
I
spry Wellaesiley at
pied cells, showing the prisoners, one
man alone In one cell, while three
Master
A. W. a% It14:11T
together were In the other . They
looked very cemfortable, kneeling on
..
. Clerk
F.1 GENE 141441.1Net
straw mats, which are also their beds.
•
•
•
•
•
•
ATLANTIC CITY
This rompaily Is not responsible
While on our tour of inspection the
G JASON WATERS
most frightful !Hes came at intervals
for Inver, charges un esa collected
SEND rOlt
-part-ot:titecinaist bending:
SC/ONCE"'
they continued I began to be assailed
Special excuysion rutis from PaduGOP'
CAFE
Fare- -foe- -tb.se GARAGE
by a nervousv apprehension that I
-rah- -t-o- -AVaterlee.
CHESTRA
might be called upon to witness some
heaves Paducah
round trip $v.00.._
ON THE BOARD WALK
horrible torture. for I felt sure that
every Wednesday at 4 p. to.
nothing short of that could call forth
orich unearthly yells.
When I Was conducted into a lance
room, where about 20 men in very abbreviated white linen cults were squatting about the edge, the shouts were
explained. Here was the school for
if,.
?nor wilvobto roaraneta no. 0•11
ILLINOUI CIIINTRAL RIp.rfoet C..1,11.'6110 wittiont thorn I ti•.• the Taegu' Bueitzu, which is acknowl.• It 'i tor &owe Mae
rodine•Otto 1104
(W'ItMIO!l IMILLICTIN.
edged to be the most effective and
rr.r,
rr-ro I.. r•oryorto
One. tried. Fen wal
deadly form of wrestling.
Evansville. Ind. --- Special
"
..rror
One{ show I. th•
tdrrard A. mars. Albany. N.Y.
We were given seats on the edge of
eacuraion Tuesday. June 23.
a platform, and two muscular Japs
itourni trip: $1..0. Special
train leaves Paducah about
10:40 a. m.. June 23. returning leaves Evansville 7 p. m.
Wednesday. June 24. No batgage will be checked on these •
tickets.
Louisville. Ky.-International Sunday School associarr
t.irt 1 bilit• °on,: Do Orton.
Ptos000t
tion. Dates of sale June 13
IS.. Perot
•oroo C'n. WOO*** or (ttter. Ilk
onki
I,,,, la Too goolatil• tart •lainp•JI UCCL,
to 17. and train 104 June 111.
twit.
So ruff nf
Return limit June 26. Round
StatUag Itirmsaly Cis.. Elec..,or N.T. SoS
trip $6.95. Birmingham, Ala., and Savannah,- Oa.-On .May 30th
through service will be estabCie La rnr conatornt
lished from Obicago to Savaniirodro.ro«....eamalonosa.

NEW STATE HOTEL
usanoromis.
la

Miller Cottage and Annex

gees. rwo

•

•

1

•

e.

Biliousness
r•

•
.0;

1111111111.SALE.TEl MIU.11/11 SEXES

Nil AND WOME11.

nah, vs

ierttemons or rtirwronoing
.
1 MO •ig• ta•eibraMIS.

Jackson and
Passengers lesv:
ing Paducah on train 103 at
V111t011,

PSI.too, snd

Birmingham.

:.0 a. m., connect at FaJtoo
% Ith this through sleeper 5:10
a. m., arriving at Birmingham
3:15 it. m and Savannah at
735 a. tu.

nnt

Cs. 'Oat or 1 11.osetli.
SSW by misassIslas
sea.., Is own entries.

ersirr... reesod. tot
51w...r I be.tles Id f!
Wester eseS ea regent.

DR. KING BROOKS. IINICKTIST,

A Japanese Policeman.
•

J. T DONOVAN.
Agent City Offlee, Paducah,
Ky.
R. M. PRATHER.
Agent Union Depot.

Dr,. King's
New Discovery
so maalg•
FOR C8uLgrs tow:RAIc
UM AU. THROAT •11fi LUNG MOUS
ortARANT/Clfro ATIner
OR MONEY Itti1uNirii2i,
Ws mai.='rev

sprang onto the mats In the middle
of the room
First they bowed, by
squatting dowa, leaning their left hand
ROOM 7, Trueheart Building. up- on the floor, and bowing their heads.
sink's. Next to Catholic church- New Then standing erect, first one, and
gave vent to one of
phone 1303. °Mee !mum 0:30 a. in. then the other
the bloodcurdling cries I bad heard.
to 3.30 P. no.
phone 13.
This Is the challenge. intended to intimidate the antagonist Suddenly
they clutched each other and straining and struggling each strove to dislodge the other's feet from the floor.
All at once one of the men made •
quick move, which It would be Impossible for me to eanisin, and his antagonist was hurled backwards over his
shoulder, landing on the mats with a
terrific thud.
This performance wss gone through
with a number of times with infinite
variety In tactics and methods of
Extracting Teeth and Plate ;
bringing about the fall, the most marWork *Specialty.
. velotik skill and training being die
_
layed,

Dr. Stamper
DENTIST

Froteroity BONN: - Room 205

alma

I u addition to the male wrestlers of
Japan there is one band-and one
only-ef women wreatiers-Amaaons
of enormous strati/lb who travel about
giving exhibitions. Their physical
beauty and development are wonderful, and they create the greatest enthusiasm and admiration wherever
they appear.
Every man as the Japanese pollee
force is required to become proficient
in the jiu-jiteu. Every day there is
practice, with the best teachers, front
eight a. m. unUi noon. About 30 at
a -time -take _part in. this.
wrestling with the masters or each
other, so that each man's turn in the
school conies about once a week.
Fencing is also a pert of their education, not for practical use, but mere.
ly to make them Quick and supple.
They practice with long bamboo
swords, wearing wadded hoods and
gloves.
After the regular modern jiu-jutzte
two young men gave an exhibition for
my edification of the ancient form of
the art. It was not so easy ror so finished as the modern method, and
was performed with such ardor that
arms and elbows were cut rather badly on the sheep edges of the mats.
The principal feature of their entertainment was the fiendish shouts with
which they inaugurated each clutch.
With all this splendid training ha
quickness, *draftees and the wonder-

TRAVELING MEN
Don't Heat the Kitchen
rturrrATIVE
lioN IN tak>itelON.

All the necessary family
cooking may be done as well
on a New Perfection Wick,
Blue Flame Oil Cook - Stove
as on the best coal or wood
range..
By using the "New Perfection" Oil Stove,the annoyance
an oviiFicatoi
kitchen is entirely aroided.even
in midsummer. The modemtion of the

r. lid Men Want Inner-mil
It slirtuad Ticket sistens-Itencw
Milttiijr eauspalaii.

Milwaukee, Wis.. June 24.-- Fully
7.1105, meruhers of ths Traselers' Protea-lit,' Association of Ate-.nea are in
the (-its' to attend the'A:dem:tit national co:mention, we eh was opt-ned
today with an address of welcome le
Mayor Rose. The president's report
allows a total membership of tisosia
.toi-s.0:00-0 commercial traveling non
and business men. The money receipts for tee year amounted to Cells
ss1 anti claims
paid
for
1907
amounted to ”29.161.
While the seseion is avowecils
friendly with the railroads, President
Reason in his address contended for
a mileage book for the traveling men
which would be universally interchangeable, at a rate whist is a concession below the rate accorded the
general public.
WE.ITHER
hal

Wlien

NIADE

THE

NEW PERFECTION

'

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
h such that the heat is thrown directly upward against the kettle
or pan upon the stove top, without affecting the atmosphere of
.%.
the room to an appreciable degree.
You can at once see the advantage of this stove over a great
range which throws heat inall directions-it is the
ideal summer stove.
If your dealer does no4 have the "New
Perfection" write our nearzst

ThRa. 0LGMp

isnassrebst
ortlisa
rally
finely nickeled
and very handsome. Gives a'
powerful light and burns for hours with one filling. Portably
safe, convenient-just what every home needs.
If not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

BREAD.

Vessel

Reacheid Port
D at Dollar
at Shovelful.

lk.Ught

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

CPPIR

(lacerporeard)

"How did I happen to become a
hotel clerk?" repeated Dan Sullivan.
the night clerk of the Portland Hotel.
"Well, it was this way.
I used to
.11 GREAT DEPARTMENT'S WORK, ma; industry.
The department embe a sailor, that was where I learned
pees in Washington about 1.600
about whales.
In fart. I was second
What That of Agrieulture is teeing parsons; in other places. more than
mate of the first iron ship that ever
teem.
The are skilled chemists,
. for e'en:nem and leireignerse
rounded the Horn, bound frbea Bosgeologists, biologists. pathologists.
ton to San Francisco. loaded" with
This roadebuieling work is but one Su;)(sore efts-men with the best
flour, yeast and sat to furnish grub
small active). of the Department of tratieng techei('al schools and expert-to the California miners. soon after
They are collecting
Agricultuse. The department is pre III( I' ear. give.
the Civil war.
mare... of reitiser. to act the part of data. conducting laboratory experi-We got around the Horn all-right
touit,elor and friend toward the far- ments, trying by every available
when we tan into aboute wors
mers: of the :and. Secretary Wilson means to learn what will be of most
bit of weather ever brewed on the
sees such possibi:ities sin his field use directly to farmers, dairymen, orPacific.
Iron ships were an experii
that he sae s "the department has chardists, poultry and cattle raiser*.
went then, and we soon found ourbut crossed ti:e teieshold of diseov- and inditectly. but just as truly. to
selves in trouble.
The fresh water ry and eitication,"
and yet already our whele nation, and many foreign
tanks swung a leak and the water
Its wiek has brought changes that, pt opie.. whose physical wants they
Sitting Comfortably on a Straw Mat ran- down over the cargo.
To make
estimated in do:lairs. reaches the supp' -May Craftsman.
matters worse the flour barrels and
of,
mi aone anniall
1_
ful muscular power it develops a crim- boxes of yeast broke loose and all, I ndteds
inal has no chance at all with a Jap- mixed up to gether. In other words., What are the directions iii which
PILES! PILES! PILV.S!
'teeniest is working?
They
anese policeman. One of my party re- the whole ship below decks was full the teWilla-we Indian Pile Ointment will
. .
.
marked that he should like to see the of dough that the rolling of the ship
cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles
resets:
Weather, animal industry. It absorbs the tumors, allays itching
Broadway squad try to do the things kneaded
just as a regular bread-mak- I
plant indtistly. forest service, chem- at once, acts as a poultice, gives inwe were looking at.
does
out in the kitchen'
ing machine
istry. sees, entomology. biological stant relief.
I am very much afraid a member of
Williams': Indian Pile
there.
And it began to rise.
that august body would be like a maxi
rut tee. accounts and disbursements
Ointment is prepared for Pali and
"We
down
the
hatches
at:
fastened
of straw in the hands of one of Japan's
(of this department
publications.
first. but soon had to take them off statisties. experimental stations, and itching of the private parts. Sold by
quick, cat-like policemen.
•
•
•
•
•
•
on the lower decks or the expanding last-the one already referred to- druggists, mail 50c and $1.00. Williams' MTg. Co.. Props., Cleveland.O.
And public roads.
At the Sugamo prison in Tokio I dough ssou.d burst- the ship.
To carry on this
found many features that to an Ameri- WI' put on all steam for San Francis- work Congt
anpropriseed for the
et).
We crorsed the equator Bice a year 190can were enesual.
9,2110,140.
This is a s Nan- -Yfrti said Gilbert said he •
The corridors of cells were arranged late horse, and there we made our,large
ease over former appropri- {could never love any other Oct but
like the spokes of a wheel, one war- second great mistake. The strain on at
. because the horrors whish , you?
den sitting on a platform that was the the engines caused them to break
Han -That's what he said.
e Jungle" tevealed :rd to the
way,
for
this
hub. Labor is saved In
down so we had to go at half speed new nesse inspection laws that for
"Weli, he proposed to me lad
of
one man can watch five corridor",
and at' wee at a standstill for two their execution
have $3,000.1100 night!'
28 cells each, making In all 140. There whole days right there under a butn-1
given them, and this inspection
"But. ou don't call yourself a OH.
are two of these wheels built in the ing sun.
run
out
The storni we had
Yonkers Statesmen.
conies under the the bureau of ant- I hope?
Inner court of the prison, a° that "
2 ,or and the weather was clear and
cells are watched by two men, who sit .hot! Whess!
on revolving stools and, by turning,
"Then we go! under full steam
can take In at a glance the five coragain and plowed north to the
_itstr vigilance.
A head 'warden efts between the twe Go.den Gate with a deekhand eitting
But we weie
wheels and maintains a general super. on the safety Valve.
The tropic son had baked
visloa, so that practically the entire too late.'
good
The place to
number of prisoners are watched by that ship load of dongh into one
81.7SINESA 5,
ATV/N,
How to get it.
huge loaf of bread.
to prepare or a 0001.0
but three men.
P'OSIMOSS, and to get ready for THE RUSH of the fall business Is AT
There is another inclosure where out of the ship was a question.
there are cells for punishment. The
-The oaners. who were the Cepmost severe form ia the dark reit. tain and one of the passenger*, sold INDOBAILD by business men from Paine to tAillfornla. Catalogue TREE; ask tor
,
where prisoners are puniahed for in- the *hip just as she arrived for only
(Incorporated) Paducah, 314 Broa dway. 0:J !i.ione 1755.
subordination. They cannot be cote half what they paid for her new in
fined In this cell for more than 11 days Boston.
But the new owner was a
at a time.
!genius,
lie put the hungry miners
Chicago's Great European Hotel
The cell for the next lees severe to work with picks and shovels cut-.
punishment has a little light; so, In ting out the bread and sold it at
gradation, there are several cells for the
It was
rateof $1 A shovelful.
varying degrees of punishment
the "finest bread you or anyone else
Rates. $1.50 sad sa
Absolutely Fireprool.
The prisoners all work in different 1 ever ate.
A high-class Transient and Residential 11..1el, in the most
convirsiest to beautiful
Lake,
shops at basket-wearing, making mate,
the
select part of the city-near
"1 was out of a job as second mate
North Park System. Rotunda. a harmonv in Italian marble.
Iron tamale and all sorts of things for
WO handsomely furcathedral
glass.
statuary
and
there
beautiful
which there is ready !market nay atd when 1 saw what a profit
nished outside rooms,single or en !tette Large bright !biting
was in that bread I just naturally
convenience
that appeals to
Every
emsine.
Hall,
with
finest
work from 4:20 a. m. until 11, when
for
the most exacting patron. Par enough from city
they have their midday meal. This is went into the reeding business myrestful quiet, yet within ten minutes' walk of finalises* center.
as
became
you ti the shoptake
quickly
sslf.
And
that's
how
I
minutes
inS
r
2
blocks
awayi
St.
cars
principally rice5 and
theatres gook het Tree.
ping .listrie!jba %song
Until 12 they rest (sitting comfortably ..zie!ated with the hotel Waxiness
.
4.•as
GEO. W.REYNOLDS, Prep.. Rae,. sad Mao Its.. C1
gentleman
to
the
-Front'. Show this
on straw mats).
Advantage is taken of this time for cafe."- Portland Oregonian.

SUMMER

DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
-•

-- -- -

The Virginia

one of the four resident chaplains 10
give the prisoners a talk. The day I
visited the prison it was daring this
midday rest, and the men in two WINS
work-rooms were sitting quietly Haiming to a Buddhist priest- Standing be
fore a small altar, that looMod Wt. a
reading desk, he was Placed in a Paw
sageway between the two rooms, thus
enabling the men In both rooms to
hear bim. Ile was talking earnestly,
probably pointing out the error of
their ways and exhorting them to lead
better lives in the future.
Every man Is credited with a certain
amount of wages for the work he does,
and the money given to him when he
Is discharged, so that he does not leave
the prison penniless.
Every method seemed most humane
and the prisoners treated with kindness to every way. The same consideration In regard to revealing Medi.
Identity Is practiced Sere, as in the
police stations Outside of each man's
cell Is a woodlin sign with his name,
age, crime and the length of his sentence printed on it But a little extra
tak comes down and tildes his name.
After my inspection I came away
l ent to prison
with the idea that to be ,
:n Jan.'ti n 14 not the worst thing by
any means that could befall a man,
Kodol is .the uest known preparation
that is offered to the people today
for dyspepsia or indigestion or any
stomach trouble. Kodol digests all
foods. It is pleasant to take. It is
sold here by all druggists.
1 girl dbesn't ihink sho is it fullfledged •eoman until she has; made
a incus heart ache.

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup is
the one that children like so well to
take as it tastes nearly as good as
yet
It acts gently
maple auger.
freely on the bowels and thereby
It drives the cold out of the system.
It is sold by all druggists.
..VOU
you would like more exercise!" said the death watch to the
condemned man. "What eint of exercise would you like?"
"I should. like to skip Ile rope,'•
replied the prisoner with a grin."t,.Houston Post.

YOUR WORD WILL BE
UNDISPUTED
AND 'YOUR MONEY eft UNDID
Where C4RBOZONIE FOS to Correct
Say Disorders of the ST041101

CARBOZONEei,ulatas the Wesel&
tU re a Oonstipat
and stops the fermentation of food, so
that the food digests perfectly, and
you receive the toll strength and
nourishment from what is eaten.
destroys the
stomach,
germs In the poisonous
and neutrallma septic poison in every
part of the vstem, and la both a preventative and a cure.
A few doses relieves distress and the
stomach lateen) digesting and eseiniililting the food. The CARBOZONE
is a perfect relief for indigestion in
.1 o IIR forms
Price $1.00.
It your dealer (snout supply you
order direct from

C4RBOZONE

THE CARSOZONE COMPANY
ne %iodises Ara. tilemplas, Teen.

II
U
of the bard work connected with the old way of handling the bay crop
and then consider how easily and quickly it can he done when you use
modem tools it is certain that you will begin to ineurre about sweep rakes
and stackers.

• INTERNATIONAL SWEEP RAKES
are made in various styles to meet every requirement. The best woodstock,
thoroughly selected and seasoned, is used in their constrsction. They are
correctly designed and exceptionally durable.' They are easy to operate
and easy on the horses.
Call and examine them.
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blati-wbile diamond. oa display a:
Jo Wolff's jewelry store. 327 Broad-

FIRST GRAND PRIZE OF THE SUN CONTEST
THE BEAUTIFUL PAIR OF LOTS AT THE
CORNER OF 36111 ST. AND PINES ROAD

enr-1044-

4404-1.

lENIN(1 SUN

•
Dittsburghans Rebel at Curtailment

-amp'

of final "11" horn Name of City.

It is impossible,simply impossible, for say
one to elHov the ht •t of health if Mc berr•els
are constipated. Undigested material,waste
products, poisonous substances, must be
he knot, a /eat, daily removed from the body or there will
A4 yaw dodo,
pdl foo a oltsgirsh !Wei than Ayer .1 be trouble, and often serious trouble, too.
Ayers Pills aid nature,thal is all fsIsts'IS'•
Pals. Thin easag his advice.

Liver Pills

After the Judges of the apish of
the contest have awarded the Grand
Prises, the names of the two winners
will be stricken from the list of contettants and the nine district prizes
lists it that a paesedger was once earIKditorial Correspondence.)
will be awarded as follows:
Pittsburgh is in danger of losing ried past his station, because the
The tnree persons who lead their Its
final "H." To the ordinary townie- brakeman', lover Jaw was thrown
/ respective districts will be awarded
man usitg the ordinary dialect, the out of gear. Just as the train entered
.:12.679 a $300 piano, on display at W T.
letter would the yard limit at Mononokiskenning
by. 111.050 Miller & Bros 520 Broadway, a $150 ommission of that silent
Ailic ituseell,
Selection Woo Made Yesterday Mies
be 'but the fulfillment of a law of ev- and he didn't get his mouth back in
Mies Mae Matthews, huttawse
I suit of furniture, displayed at Garof the un- condi/halms until he pained
Red
13,711 !net Bros.. 207-213 South Third, a olution-the elimination
_
.
Evening by the
-weeds -Bur without that fine "H" lisi.k.
Julius Starks, Benton. KY- • •10,0N0 $100 buggy and harness, displayed
of the Sun, Most Desirable Mane J. Brown, Prance& IL F. D. 1st Powell-Rogers, 129-131 North Pittsburgh would rot be what the The ateservation moved me to inX 883 Third. The above three prizes will Pittaburgiter calls it, for despite di: elude the brakeman in a suggestion
Building Site in the Beauti- C. K. Languid, Paducah_ R. F. D.
refining influence of emigration, for concerning train calleri in general
be Oen to the three district leaders
the north. south, 4ast and weal, west- Why do not terminal associations
8,313 In thenrderf the number
Can
Win
Addition-You
ful
1 ern Pennsylvania still cling to their require their callers elocutionary
y,
Pare. Ellisreen,
creditedto them.
gonimar ability 'Weed of training in NO(.111
unrevised Weber &
Paducah R.
Spree Hewett/le Endue
The three persons who receive thet
„ it You Will.
music? They are able to make them•
4,301/ second highest number of votes in , of the English language.
F'. 1).
industrial pre- selves heard all right, but it is of
By
her
virtue
of
Slow 1/19111. Madden. Si
3,501)
their respective districts
','Ky
will
be
J.
Lane, Paducah /LEI).- 3.370 awarded the following prizes in their; eminence Pittabirreth posseeses a var. DO advantage to a prowpectice pasAGAIN
I.E.S1/14
tety of languages and dialects, but senger to listen to a man who adliENKER
ROA&
A. Legerts, Paducah 11.10.D. -3,400 order of rankee-a $65 watch on dl.east dresses his whnle effort en tone quail.-•
ei
play at Pollock'., 333 Broadway, a'obe is predominately "down
Guy C. Hanberry, Eddyville, Ky
2.000 $50 lady's or man's watch at Nagel ye.nkee" over Dutch. The Ohio river ties and volume and Were no mittenOF SC/WAN-F()N, IPA.
Chiffon Seater, Paducah B. V. D.
Meyer's, corner Third and fixes the status of her people. That Don to the words.
and
bliss Eli. Hi& rued Mr. J. H. Dagger
mucks
wonderful
not
only
'dream,
Speeding
on
toward
of
the
source
2.007 Broadsay. a $50 Miller range, dieEnter tlw Double, 41entury Class.
young man
•
p'ayed at Hank Bros., 212 Broad- the course of Mason and Dixon's line the river one crosses tributary after
More
Hese
Making Five Who
and the change from eastern to con- tributary and sees the greasy flood of
The double lot which has been of- way.
Than 2110,1N10 Sobs Thus Far in
gradually diminish,
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